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Thanking all 

Editorial Committee       

The Editorial Committee of Andaman Law College takes immense pleasure to unveil the 

second edition of our college magazine, now christened “LEX NAVIS” amidst COVID-19 pandemic 

crisis against humanity. Being a pioneer in the field of legal education in Andaman & Nicobar Islands, 

Andaman Law College marches forward under the leadership of the Principal with the invaluable 

guidance and timely support of A & N Administration.   

The application of teaching and learning process is accomplished only by providing an 

opportunity for the students to bridge the gap between their theoretical knowledge and empirical 

reality. Such kind of platform discovers the hidden rhetoric skills of students and faculty members on 

different socio-legal challenges, and it is communicated to the wider audience through the college 

magazine.  

A wide range of creative and artistic work of students and faculty members are captured in the 

form of articles, research notes, commentaries, poetries, colorful paintings, short stories and thought 

provoking quotes. The Editorial Committee has taken meticulous care in scrutinizing, classifying, 

editing and compiling all the articles before its inclusion in the magazine.

The photo gallery section documents the significant academic events such as special lectures, 

Legal Aid Camp, Constitution Day Celebration, student's participation in moot court competitions, 

cultural events and sports activities. We hope that our earnest endeavor and academic deliberations 

have yielded good results, despite COVID-19 barriers in completing the magazine work. 

The entire process of magazine work imbibed critical thinking amongst the students and faculty 

members to ponder over their thoughts and imaginations on various socio-legal issues. The Editorial 

Committee expresses its gratitude to all the students and faculty members for their contributions as 

well as accepts all the limitations in the magazine. 

Editorial 



The essence of knowledge lies in the spirit of creative thinking, expression and 

experimentation. In this regard, the College magazine would provide a platform for the 

students to think, reect, create and innovate in any field they know. It is indeed a precious 

document that preserves the words and visions of our talented students as budding poets, 

writers and thinkers. It is a significant milestone in their creative journey and inspires them to 

aspire higher. Legal studies is one of the most powerful media through which they can engage 

with the world meaningfully and creatively. Our endeavour at Andaman Law College is to 

create opportunities for the students to develop their potential, on all fronts - curricular, 

co–curricular & extra-curricular.

During a short span of four years, Andaman Law College witnessed several academic 

events in which our students fairly demonstrated their excellent skill along with their 

commitment to curriculum. I appreciate them for their good performance. I congratulate the 

editorial team of the magazine for their dedication and commitment to bring out the second 

magazine for this infant institution. I sincerely wish that this magazine will inspire the 

students to bring out their concealed talents in the years to come.

Prof. (Dr.) M. S. Soundara Pandian

Principal

PRINCIPAL'S 
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The Andaman and Nicobar Islands, considered as paradise on earth and well-known for its 
cosmopolitan culture, achieved Union Territory status in 1956. Since British regime, these islands remained 
backward in the educational sector. Though there was a slight improvement in elementary and secondary 
education in the late 1950s and 1960s, not much attention was paid to higher education. Jawaharlal Nehru 
Rajkeeya Mahavidyalaya (JNRM) came into being in 1967, the only premier institute of higher education in 
these Islands, but it could not cater to the needs of hundreds and thousands of aspiring youths. JNRM was 
followed by the Tagore Government College of Education in 1981, Mahatma Gandhi Government College in 
1990, and after a long gap, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Institute of Technology in 2011, followed by Andaman College 
(ANCOL) in 2014 and Andaman Nicobar Islands Institute of Medical Science (ANIIMS) in 2015.

In the absence of Law College in A & N Islands, the aspirants for legal studies took admission in Law 
Colleges/Universities located in Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal and other territories in 
India. From among the students who clear their higher secondary courses, more than 10% of the students of A 
& N Islands aspire to take up legal education as their preferred course. However, substantial increase in the 
student strength could not fulfill their dream, owing to their poor socio-economic condition. The long awaited 
dream of the A & N Islands has come true with the establishment of Andaman and Nicobar Islands Legal 
Education Society (ANILES) by the A & N Administration. 

ANILES is a society registered under the Society Registration Act, 1860 and its memorandum of 
association of the rules and regulations of the ANILES has been approved by the Competent Authority. 
ANILES is a premier society formed with the primary objective to provide legal education, legal services and 
legal resources in A & N Islands.  The ANILES is chaired by Hon'ble Lieutenant Governor of A & N Islands as 
President of the society, the Chief Secretary and the Secretary (Law & Jail), A & N Administration are the 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Executive Council of the ANILES respectively. The real momentum for 
the foundation of this Law College started with the collective efforts of the leaders of the ANILES in the first 
half of 2016-17. Under their able guidance and supervision, Andaman Law College was established and 
marched forward catering the needs of Islanders in pursuing legal education in the within the Islands itself. 

The college at present is housed in Transport Bhawan owned by the Administration till a new campus is 
built with all the necessary modern facilities and infrastructure. The college is in the process of identifying land 
for the college within the limit of Port Blair Municipal Corporation. The college has been affiliated to 
Pondicherry University and recognized by Bar Council of India for offering the five year Integrated B.A.,LL.B., 
degree course from academic year 2016-17 onwards  with an intake of 30 students. In view of growing demand 
for legal education in these Island and  the intake was increased to 40 students in 2019-20 and further enhanced 
to 45 students from the academic session 2020-21.  The proactive approach and commitment of the of A & N 
Administration and the collective efforts of the competent authorities, principal, faculty members and the 
administrative staff, the Andaman Law College will soon emerge as a model college and become at par with 
other National Law Schools  in India within a few years.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF LAW COLLEGE IN ANDAMAN
Mr. Shashi Bhushan Prasad

Librarian

Law and rules constitute an essential part 

of civilized societies. They seek to ensure a 

coherent socio-political condition conducive to 

the prevalence of justice and equity with well-

defined periphery of rights of individuals vis-a 

vis the state as well as with the fellow beings. It 

also possesses an organized structure and 

sys tem,  cons i s t ing  o f  author ized  and 

empowered courts, to address and redress 

disputes between the constituents of the said 

society. By eliminating uncertainty or chaos 

these established statutes,  legitimately 

emanating from a well-structured political 

institution such as any legislative body; 

assertively resonate popular desire of a given 

society that reassures amicable survival with 

equal protection to all and sundry.

There fore ,  l aw and s ta tutes  are 

commonly viewed as the upholder of civilized 

social order and protector of specially the meek 

and weak. Hence, appropriate understanding of 

law and statutes as also of their prudent 

application, holds key to ensuring justice, amity 

and social  empowerment.  Law College 

meticulously imparts legal knowledge and its 

different dimensions through an elaborate 

syllabi spread over some stipulated time-frame.

Through a system of performance  

evaluation & certification thereof, the successful 

learners are formally authorized to undertake 

legal counseling or practice before any justice 

delivery apparatus (courts). The role of a law 

college in justice dispensation scheme is quite 

crucial. It scarcely needs any reiteration that this 

justice dispensation scheme eventually 

invigorate amicable socio-cultural ambience by 

establishing order and peace in the society at 

large. 

We may rationally imagine that in an 

island group like Andaman and Nicobar with a 

near static slow society (in the past) on account of 

having  ser ious  re la t ive  l imi ta t ions  of 

communication and transport facilities, 

adequate growth of higher education faces 

practical impediments. It explains how and why 

foundation of a law college in this island has been 

seriously warranted once the socio-economic 

complexity has considerably increased over 

several decades since the first general college in 

this island was established. The need and rising 

aspirations of the local populace presents a 

befitting setting which is backed by the enhanced 

focus of the government for proliferation of 

career options. The beginning of teachers' 

Training College, Engineering College, Medical 

College, and Law College should be viewed in 

the above cited perspective of emerging needs of 

the territory. It infuses conducive thrust in any 

socio-economic system that creates favourable 

ground for accommodating amenable changes in 

an affirmative fashion.       

The establishment of the Law College 

ought not, thus, be viewed simply as a 

proliferation of available career options to the 

local population. It may be regarded as the 

culmination of existing as well as evolving socio-

economic and other complexities being 

generated on account of sizable growth in 

commercial and  developmental activities in the 

Island. Obviously, a Law college offers an apt 

answer to the potential legal issues those are 

cropping up or likely to come up in coming time  

due to the forces resulted by the aforecited 

complexities. It  shall not only produce 

competent lawyers, law professionals, judges, 

good legal academicians and so on, but shall also 

act as a harbinger of requisite progressive legal 

changes conducive to the healthy, balanced and 

holistic growth of the Andaman & Nicobar 

Islands. 
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Mr. Abhinav Gupta

Assistant Professor, Law

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

(UDHR) 1948: According to UDHR, 1948, which 

marked the emergence of a world-wide trend 

on protection and guarantee of certain basic 

Human Rights stipulated in Article 5, that “No 

one shall be subject to torture or to cruel 

i n h u m a n  o r  d e g r a d i n g  t r e a t m e n t  o r 

punishment”. 

In all types of custodial crimes, what is of real 

concern is not only iniction of bodily pain but 

the mental agony which a person undergoes in 

police custody. Whether it is physical assault or 

rape or death in the police custody, the extent of 

trauma a person experiences is beyond the 

purview of law. Custodial violence is naked 

violation of basic human rights as well as 

fundamental rights enshrined under Articles 21 

and 22 of the Constitution of India. 

Rights Enshrined in the Constitution of India 

At the very outset it deserves to be noted that 

preamble to our constitution affirms its faith in 

Liberty, Equality and Human Dignity, which 

are not merely words, rather the underlying 

philosophy of the democracy, a way of life 

which is to be internalised 

 Article 21 of the Indian Constitution 

ensures that no person shall be deprived 

of his life and personal liberty except, 

according to the procedure established 

by law. 

 Article 22 provides safeguards against 

illegal arrest and detention. The right 

under Article 21 cannot be denied to 

convicts, undertrials, detainees and 

other prisoners in custody except 

according to procedure established by 

law and by placing such reasonable 

restrictions as are permitted by law. For 

instance it cannot be said that a citizen 

loses his fundamental right to life the 

moment a policeman arrests him, or can 

it be said that the right to life of a citizen 

can be put in “abeyance” on his arrest? 

Any form of torture or cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment would fall within 

the inhibition of Article 21, whether it 

occurs during investigation, interro-

gation under custody or otherwise. 

The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 

 Section 41 to 44 CrPC enumerates the 

circumstances under which police 

officers, magistrate and private citizens 

are authorized to make an arrest 

without warrant. 

 Section 46 prescribes the manner in 

which the arrest can be effected. 

 Section 49 provides that the person 

arrested shall not be subjected to more 

restraint than is necessary to prevent his 

escape. 

 Section 51 empowers senior police 

officers to compel the accused person in 

custody to submit to medical exami-

nation under certain circumstances. 

 The code also provides certain rights to 

the arrested person, like the right to 

know the ground of arrest in the 

respective section 50(1), 55 and 75, right 

to information regarding the right to be 

released on bail in the Section 50(2), 

right to be taken before a Magistrate 

without delay under Sections 56 and 76, 

RIGHTS OF THE ARRESTED PERSONS 
AND

LAW OF PROCEDURE OF ARREST
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 right not to be detained for more than 24 

hours without judicial scrutiny under 

sections 57 and 76, right to consult a 

legal practitioner and right to he 

examined by a medical practitioner at 

the request of the arrested person in the 

Section 54. 

 Section 163, 167 and 176 of the Code also 

c o n t a i n s  p r o v i s i o n s  r e g a r d i n g 

statement of the accused in police 

custody. 

 In addition to the above provisions, 

India in 1979 ratified the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Article 7 

of the ICCPR, prohibits acts of torture and cruel 

and inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment. 

 Again in this ratified covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights on 23 June, 1979, 

Government of India under the framework of 

United Nations, made a Universal Declaration 

against torture”, in which the government 

stated that it would comply with the rules for 

the prohibition of “torture” laid down in the 

Declaration on the protection of all persons 

from being subjected to torture and other cruel, 

i n h u m a n  o r  d e g r a d i n g  t r e a t m e n t  o r 

punishment. The said declaration is subject in 

addition to 1948 UNHR declaration. 

The Indian Penal Code, 1860

 Section 220 of IPC punishes a person 

who having authority commits for trial 

or confines any person knowing that in 

doing so, he is acting contrary to law. 

 Section 330 of IPC punishes voluntarily 

causing hurt for extorting confession or 

any information which may lead to the 

detection of an offence. 

 Section 331 punishes voluntarily 

causing grievous hurt to make a 

statement or a confession having 

reference to an offence to give any 

information which may lead to the 

detention for an offence. 

 Section 348 of IPC punishes wrongful 

confinement to extort confession. 

 Section 376(2) punishes rape committed 

in police custody. 

The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 

 Section 25 of the Indian Evidence Act 

states that the confession made to a 

police officer shall not be proved as 

against, a person accused of any offence. 

 Section 26 of the Indian Evidence Act 

states that no confession made by any 

person while he is in the custody of 

police officers, unless it be made in the 

immediate presence of a Magistrate, 

shall be proved as against such person. 

 The provisions were enacted with a 

view to discourage the malpractice by police 

officials in extorting confession. 

International Protection of Human Rights 

 Protection of human rights is a global as 

well as national concern. Therefore, the UN 

Charter in its Preamble reaffirms its 'faith in 

fundamental human rights, in the dignity and 

worth of the human person, in equal rights, of 

men and women” and the Charter further spells 

out the achievement of international co-

operation “in promoting and encouraging 

respect for human rights and for fundamental 

freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language or religion,” Along with these 

basic objects set forth by the UN Charter, the 

world opinion is mobilized against torture. 

Subsequently, the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, 1948 and other international 

instruments of rights conceptualized the 

contents of human rights exhaustively. Article 5 

of the Declaration  prohibits subjection to torture 

or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment of anyone. The Declaration is not a 

treaty and therefore, it is weak as an instrument 

of protection. But its moral force and persuasive 

character have never been in doubt and it is
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universally regarded as expounding generally 

accepted norms, The two sister Covenants of 

1966 were adopted by General Assembly to give 

life and content to the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights by imposing binding obligations 

upon State parties for observance and 

protection of human rights. The Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights, 1966 mandates that 

none shall be subjected to torture or cruel 

treatment and in particular one shall be 

subjected to involuntary medical and Article 

4(2) declares freedom from torture a non-

derogable right even in time of emergency. 

 To realise freedom from torture to every 

individual the UN General Assembly has 

adopted a “Code of  Conduct for Law 

Enforcement Officials” and Convention against 

torture and other cruel,  inhuman and 
thdegrading treatment or punishment” on 10  

Dec. 1984. The former instrument prescribes a 

code of conduct for the officials who exercise 

police powers stating that they shall respect and 

protect human dignity, uphold the human 

rights of all persons, avoid use of force, prohibit 

use of torture and no enforcement Official may 

invoke superior orders or exceptional 

circumstances such as war, political instability 

or public emergency as a justification for 

torture. The latter instrument requires each 

State party to the Convention to take effective 

legislative, administrative, judicial or other 

measures to prevent acts of torture in any 

territory under their jurisdiction, not to expel or 

extradite a person to another State where he 

would be in danger of being a subject to torture, 

and to outlaw torture in their criminal laws. The 

convention further clarifies that no order from 

superior officer on exceptional circumstance 

may be invoked as a justification for torture. 

Subsequent to the adoption of the Convention, a 

Committee against Torture was established to 

ensure the implementation of the Convention. 

Article 22 of the Convention authorizes the 

Committee to, or on behalf of individuals that 

he is victim of torture committed by State party 

in violation of its obligation under the 

Convention, only when the State party has 

recognized the competence of the committee to 

receive such communi-cation by making 

declaration and till 1991, 29 State Parties made 

such declarations. The Delhi Declaration—a 

plan of action to counter the widespread 

menace of torture was adopted by the VIII 

International Symposium on torture as a 

challenge to the health, legal and other potions 

was held in New Delhi between 22-25 

September 1999. The declaration reveals the 

firm determination of the world community to 

secure the human rights to all and to fight 

against human rights violations.
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CYBERCRIME AND LAWS - 
INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Mr. Prashant Bhadu

Assistant Professor, Law

The technological changes are a boon for 

mankind and the internet has changed the life of 

people altogether. One can communicate across 

the world through e-mail. The data can be 

downloaded or sent anywhere in no time. The 

social networking sites have facilitated contacts 

with near and dear ones.  Businesses are being 

conducted onl ine .  Almost  everyone is 

accustomed to the virtual world and accesses the 

same. However just like the real world the virtual 

world is not free from crimes. The persons 

committing the crimes are technological savvy 

and the technology has not just made it easy for 

the cyber-criminals to prepare, communicate 

and conspire with each other but also offers 

anonymity to them, thereby further facilitating 

their criminal activities. Various criminal 

activities are committed surpassing national 

boundaries, affecting more victims compared to 

the conventional crimes. In such a situation it 

was not possible to leave the cyberspace in 

uncontrolled situation. This led to passing of 

several legislations.

WHAT DOES CRIME MEAN ?

 There is  no universally accepted 

definition but crime being an offence can be 

defined as an act harmful not only to an 

individual, but also to the community or the state 

at large, as it is a a public wrong. Such acts are 

forbidden and punishable by law. In India, 

'offence' has been defined under Section 40 of 

The Indian Penal Code and under Section 2(n) of 

The Criminal Procedure Code.

WHAT IS CYBERCRIME ?

 C y b e r  C r i m e  i s  n o t  d e fi n e d  i n 

Information Technology Act, 2000 nor in the I.T. 

Amendment Act, 2008 and also not in any other 

legislation in India. However, it is to an extent 

similar to conventional crime. Cyber crime is a 

criminal activity in which a computer or network 

is the source, target or tool or place of crime. 

According  to  The  Cambr idge  Engl i sh 

Dictionary, cybercrimes are crimes committed 

with the use of computers or relating to 

computers, especially through the internet. 

Crimes which involve use of information or 

usage of electronic means in furtherance of crime 

are covered under the ambit of cybercrime. 

Cyberspace crimes may be committed against 

persons, property, government and society at 

large.

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF CYBER-

CRIMES

Cybercrimes can be classified into following 

different categories:

i Cyber crimes against persons: Offences 

committed against individual persons 

may inc lude  hack ing ,  s ta lk ing , 

h a r a s s m e n t  v i a  e - m a i l s ,  c y b e r 

pornography, dissemination of obscene 

material, voyeurism, cyber defamation, 

cheating, frauds etc.

ii. Cyber crimes against an individual's 

property: As a result of rapid growth in 

the international trade where businesses 

and consumers are increasingly using 

computers to create, transmit and to 

store information in the electronic form 

instead of traditional paper documents 

there are some of the offences which 

affect person's property. It can include 

IPR related crimes, mischief, cyber 

vandalism; cyber-squatting, hacking, 

financial frauds including credit card 

and ATM card frauds etc.

iii. Cyber crimes against companies or 

organizations: Cyber crimes can target 

public or private institutions. Victims 
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 of such crimes can include government, 

firm, company, group of individuals. 

These crimes include unauthorized 

a c c e s s  o v e r  c o m p u t e r  s y s t e m , 

p o s s e s s i o n  o f  u n a u t h o r i z e d 

information, cyber terrorism against the 

g o v e r n m e n t  o r g a n i z a t i o n  a n d 

distribution of pirated software etc.

iv. Cyber crimes against society at large: 

Cyber crimes can also affect a number of 

people or society at large. Such crimes 

include child pornography, cyber 

trafficking, online gambling, financial 

crimes, selling illegal products, online 

gambling, forgery etc.

v. Cyber crimes against State: This is one of 

the world's worst types of cybercrime 

and result into prosecution by the 

government. Such crimes can include 

Cyber Terrorism, Cyber Warfare, 

spreading propaganda etc.

CYBER LAWS IN INDIA

    In India, cyber laws are contained in the 

Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act) 

which came into force on October 17, 2000 after 

the United Nation General Assembly passed a 

resolution in January 1997 by adopting the 

Model Law on e-commerce adopted by the 

United Nations Commission on International 

Trade Law (UNCITRAL).  IT Act, 2000 

recognizes certain cyber wrongs as civil and 

criminal offences and accordingly establishes the 

legal approach of dealing with the offence. The 

amendments introduced to the Act in 2008 have 

widened the scope of  cyber-crime law 

framework of the country to an extent. 

The important provisions and the major areas 

covered by the IT Act are:

 Sections 43 and 66 are wide enough to 

deal with hacking, data theft, ATM card, 

credit card and debit card frauds, 

malware attacks, spoofing, offences 

against computer source code etc.

 Offences relating to stolen computers, 

computer resource and communication 

device are dealt by the Section 66B of the 

IT Act.

 Sections 66C and 66D deal with identity 

theft and cheating by personation by 

using computer resource respectively.

 Section 66E punishes the violation of 

privacy which also covers the offence of 

voyeurism.

 Cyber Terrorism and Cyber Warfare are 

covered under section 66F.

 Cyber Obscenity, Cyber Pornography 

and Child Pornography are dealt by the 

provisions 67, 67A and 67B.

 Offence relating to protected system is 

dealt under Section 70 of the IT Act.

 Offences relating to digital and electronic 

signatures are also dealt under the 

provisions of the IT Act.

 The Act also provides for imposing 

criminal liability upon corporate and 

officers in charge of the affairs of the 

company for offences committed in the 

company under Section 85.

Cyber Crimes in India are regulated by the IT 

Act as well as the traditional criminal law, IPC 

and some of the special enactments such as 

Protection of Children from Sexual Offences of 

2012. The Indian approach of regulating cyber-

crimes in general has also seen tremendous 

changes with establishment of cyber-crime 

police stations and Indian Computer Emergency 

Response Team (CERT-In). Further CBI's special 

wing of 'Cyber Crime Investigation Cell' and its 

specialized structure of tackling computer 

related crimes are also noteworthy.

n
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Mr. Karthik Shiva

Assistant Professor of Law 

 Trees are the lifeblood of bio-diversity 

and forests are the manifestation of natural 

heritage. India is a mega biodiversity country 

endowed with natural resources including forest 

resources on an abundant and vibrant scale. 

Forest resources in India generate revenue to the 

tune of thousands of crores of rupees to the 

exchequer and is a major source of livelihood for 

a substantial portion of the rural and tribal 

population which predominantly depends upon 

it.  

 The protection of tribals who form a part 

of marginalised section of our society and is of 

great relevance not only from a social justice 

perspective but also from an environmental justice 

perspective. Tribals have an inseparable 

connection with environment and biodiversity; 

and they have a symbiotic relationship with each 

other. Any attempt to address environment 

protection without addressing the concern of the 

forest-dwelling tribes would be futile and 

counterproductive. 

 Tribals play a very significant role in the 

conservation and preservation of biodiversity. 

The tribal communities are inextricably 

intertwined with the forests and they depend on 

these resources for their survival, shelter and 

livelihood. Tribals treat the forest and nature 

with utmost sanctity, reverence and respect. 

They consider forest and nature to be the 

manifestations of the divine and worship them in 

all forms. 

 The Chipko movement where tribals 

chose to be killed rather than let the trees being 

felled and the Bishnoi community of Rajasthan 

who breastfeed orphaned deer are testament to 

the unparalleled commitment, love and care of 

the tribes towards nature and biodiversity. The 

forest-dwelling tribes live true to the words “take 

only what you need and leave the land as you found 

it”. 

 Indigenous tribal communities are the 

repositories of invaluable traditional knowledge 

closely associated with various geographical, 

regional, sub-regional and local systems of the 

world. Traditional knowledge is also known as 

indigenous knowledge or local knowledge 

because it is closely associated with the 

indigenous people. Tribals are considered to be 

the primary and essential custodians/bearers 

and owners of traditional knowledge. The 

traditional knowledge when combined with the 

latest technology and research, paves the way for 

a plethora of possibilities for the tribal 

population as well as the partnering entity.

 Hence, the protection of the indigenous 

tribal communities has tremendous economic 

and medicinal potential, derived from the 

documentation of the indigenous knowledge 

and sustainable use of forest resources; and 

environmental potential from the tribal 

participation in forest conservation practices 

(indigenous and modern). 

 The detrimental  intrusion of  the 

government in forestry and tribal areas began 

during the British era which ended the “rights” 

of the peasantry and forest dwellers, which has 

become “privileges” and conversion of forests 

into “reserved forests” and “protected forests” 

under various legislations commencing with the 

Forest Act of 1865, by evicting the tribal 

population. 

 During the colonial era, under the guise 

of scientific management of forests, there was 

CONTRIBUTION OF TRIBAL COMMUNITIES TOWARDS A CLEAN, 
GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

“Only when the last tree has died and the last river been poisoned and the last fish been 

caught will we realise we cannot eat money”.

- Cree Indian Proverb 
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widespread and unsustainable exploitation of 

forest resources, which resulted in heavy strain 

on the forest biodiversity. Hence, scientific-

systemic mismanagement and exploitation 

replaced the traditional-primitive conservation 

and sustainable use, practiced by the tribal 

communities.  

Legislative Framework on Tribal Rights and 

Forest Conservation 

 The importance of involving tribals in 

forest conservation and management can be 

traced to the idea of van panchayats in Kumaon 

(where the State recognized and decentralized 

forest management) with a vital role for tribals 

right from the pre-independence days. The 

Constitution of India particularly in Arts. 15(4), 

46, 339 and 342 as well as several other 

legislations recognize the importance and role of 

the tribals and other traditional forest-dwellers 

in the conservation and preservation of 

environment and biodiversity. The Constitution 

of India provides for special provision in relation 

to scheduled areas under Art. 244 read with the 

fifth schedule (Part X). 

 Similarly, special protection is afforded 

to the tribal areas of the northeast, keeping in 

mind the need to conserve and protect them from 

exploitation by outsiders. The need to involve 

tribals and other forest-dwellers not only as right 

bearers but also as stakeholders in addressing 

environmental concerns and challenges, have 

been emphasised in a number of international 

legal documents such as ILO Convention 

Concerning the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in 

Independent  Countr ies ,  1989  and UN 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 

2007 (UNDRIPS).

 The Panchayat (Extension to Scheduled 

Areas) Act 1996, gives special powers to Gram 

Sabha and Panchayats in respect of minor water 

bodies especially in access to and control over 

them by tribal communities, considering that 

water-bodies along with forests constitute a vital 

natural resource base on which the tribals have 

always depended for life and sustenance. 

 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 

provides for the documentation of the rich 

traditional knowledge available among the 

indigenous communities and tribals through the 

preparation of the Peoples' Biodiversity Register. 

Sec. 8(4) (b)of the Biological Diversity Act, 2002 

provides that the National Biodiversity 

A u t h o r i t y  ( N B A )  i s  t o  c o m p r i s e  o f  a 

representative from the Ministry of Tribal Affairs 

as a member of the authority. The preparation of 

PBRs under the supervision and guidance of the 

Biodiversity Management Committees (BMC) 

paves the way for ensuring that the invaluable 

traditional knowledge of the tribals are also 

disseminated among the general public. 

 The Wildlife Protection Act, 1986 in Sec. 

6(1)(h) provides a role for tribals in wildlife 

conservation by paving the way for their 

representation in the Wildlife Advisory Board. 

Under Sec. 8(cc), the Wildlife Advisory Board is 

entrusted with the duty of ensuring that the 

needs of the tribals and other forest dwellers are 

h a r m o n i z e d  w i t h  t h e  p r o t e c t i o n  a n d 

conservation of wildlife.

 The Government of India aimed to 

initiate community involvement in forest 

protection and conservation through its 

National Forest Policy (last revised in 1988) with 

greater emphasis on sustainable management of 

forest resources. It aims to ensure that the rights 

and concessions of forest-dwelling tribal 

communities are safeguarded. 

 The epoch-making moment for tribal 

communities came in the form of Scheduled 

Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, which 

explicitly recognized the forest rights of STs and 

traditional forest-dwellers. 

 The Forest Rights Act, 2006, apart from 

vesting the rights in the forest, also imposes a 

duty on them to protect and conserve the forest's 

biodiversity. It aims at correcting the historic 

injustice meted out to tribals and other
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traditional forest dwellers by re-recognizing the 

rights of the aforesaid persons in the land 

occupied by them.

 The FRA envisages the restoration of 

traditional forest rights enjoyed by the tribals 

until the British era, such as individual right to 

cultivate such lands, collective rights to manage 

and use forests and its resources as common 

property. It lays down the circumstances in 

which forest-dwellers can be transferred from 

'critical wildlife habitats' with their 'prior and 

free informed consent' and mandates the 

government to ensure their rehabilitation in 

alternative lands.

Judicial Contribution on Tribal Rights and 

Forest Conservation 

 In Samatha v. State of Andhra Pradesh 

(1997) 6 SC 449, it was held by the Supreme Court 

that environmental protection is a matter of 

grave concern to the human existence. It is the 

duty of every citizen and industry to conserve, 

and if it becomes inevitable to disturb its 

existence, it is concomitant duty to reform and 

restore forestation. The SC held that transfer of 

land to non-tribals as well as leasing out lands in 

scheduled areas for mining projects by the state 

governments would violate the legal and 

constitutional protections available to forest-

dwelling tribes. In Orissa Mining Corporation 

vs. Union of India and Ors.(2013) 6 SCC 476, the 

Supreme Court held that the decision of MoEF 

rejecting clearance for diversion of 660.749 

hectares of forests land for mining purpose as 

valid and also upheld the cultural rights of tribal 

population in the said area. 

Conclusion

 In conclusion, there is a need to turn our 

attention towards the tribals of India who can 

play a vital role in the conservation and 

protection of our biodiversity, environment and 

forests in tune with the cultural factors which 

form a part of our rich cultural heritage, so that 

best practices in this regard can be adopted so as 

to ensure a clean and green future with inclusive 

and sustainable development of tribals and all 

sections of our society.

Jai Hind!
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CURATIVE PETITION: A PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT BEYOND 
REVIEW PETITION IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL PARADIGM

Ms. Divya Sharma
Assistant Professor, Law

“In my view, it is now time that procedural justice system should give way to the conceptual justice 
system and efforts of the law Court ought to be so directed. Gone are the days where implementation
of draconian system of law or interpretation thereof were insisted upon – Flexibility of the law Courts
 presently are its greatest virtue and as such justice oriented approach is the need of the day to strive 
and forge ahead in the 21st century.”                      

Justice U.C Banerjee 

Introduction:

 Before delving into the cynosure of the 

topic, it is important to understand what does the 

term 'Curative Petition' mean ? As per the Oxford 

Dictionary the word 'Curative' means 'able to 

cure disease'. Curative Petition is basically 

viewed as the 'last remedy in the court of last 

resort' and the concept has been evolved 

following the Doctrine of Ex Debitio Justiciae, 

i.e., the requirement of justice must be fulfilled 

and Actus Curiae Neminem Gravabit, i.e., the act of 

court  cannot prejudice anyone.  A new 

dimension introduced by the scintillating Bench 

for public good is curative petition available to 

the parties on limited grounds to be invoked 

after the dismissal of review petition. In simple 

words, it is the redressal seeking mechanism by 

an aggrieved person against the final judgment 

of the Supreme Court, after the dismissal of the 

review petition to avoid miscarriage of justice 

and prevent abuse of the process of law as 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. 

Relevant Provisions:

 B y  v i r t u e  o f  A r t i c l e  1 3 7  o f  t h e 

Constitution which provides that subject to 

provisions of any law and rule made under 

Article 145, the Supreme Court of India has the 

power to review any judgment pronounced (or 

order made) by it which can be exercised on the 

binding decisions of the higher courts and also 

backed by Article 142 of the Constitution which 

guarantees an inherent extraordinary power of 

the Court to do complete justice between the 

parties to prevent gross miscarriage of justice, 

compelled the constitutional bench to formulate 

a petition beyond review petition to be termed as 

'curative petition'. This petition is required to be 

filed within thirty days from the date of 

judgment/order of the Court as provided by the 

Supreme Court Rules, 2013.

Origin and Prerequisite of Curative Petition:

 The concept of curative petition was 

evolved by the Apex Court of India for the first 

time in the landmark case Rupa Ashok Hurra v. 

Ashok Hurra and Anr.(2002) 4 SCC 388. This was 

a case of a matrimonial discord involving 

questions of validity of a decree of divorce and it 

reached Hon'ble Supreme Court of India after 

the spouse withdrew the consent she had given 

for divorce by mutual consent. The question 

before the court in this case was “whether an 

aggrieved person is entitled to any relief against 

the final judgment/order of the Supreme Court, 

after the dismissal of a review petition?” The 

court held that technical difficulties and 

apprehensions over the reopening of cases had to 

give way to a final forum for removing errors in a 

judgment where administration of justice had 

been affected.

 H o n o r a b l e  J u s t i c e  S y e d  S h a h 

Mohammed Quadri while expressing his 

opinion on above-mentioned said, 

“Almighty alone is the dispenser of absolute 

justice – a concept which is not disputed but by a 

few. We are of the view that though Judges of the 

highest Court do their best, subject of course to 

the limitation of human fallibility, yet 

situations may arise, in the rarest of the rare 
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cases, which would require reconsideration of a 

final judgment to set right miscarriage of justice 

complained of. In such case it would not only be 

proper but also obligatory both legally and 

morally to rectify the error. After giving our 

anxious consideration to the question we are 

persuaded to hold that the duty to do justice in 

these rarest of rare cases shall have to prevail 

over the policy of certainty of judgment as 

though it is essentially in public interest that a 

final judgment of the final court in the country 

should not be open to challenge yet there may be 

circumstances, as mentioned above, wherein 

declining to reconsider the judgment would be 

oppressive to judicial conscience and cause 

perpetuation of irremediable injustice.” 

The fulcrum of this concept was lucidly 

explained by Hon'ble Justice U.C. Banerjee in the 

following words, 

 “Rectification of an order thus stems 

from the fundamental principle that justice is 

above all. It is exercised to remove the error and 

not  for  d is turbing  final i ty .  When  the 

Constitution was framed the substantive power 

to rectify or recall the order passed by this Court 

was specifically provided by Article 137 of the 

Constitution. Our Constitution-makers who 

had the practical wisdom to visualise the 

efficacy of such provision expressly conferred the 

substantive power to review any judgment or 

order by Article 137 of the Constitution. And 

clause (c) of Article 145 permitted this Court to 

frame rules as to the conditions subject to which 

any judgment or order may be reviewed.”

 Curative Petition is now a well settled 

notion, considered to be rarest of the rare remedy 

rather than a regular one, and be entertained 

with circumspection. Before the landmark case, 

the laws pertaining to curative petition which is 

akin to a request for second review petition was 

obscure and the Supreme Court has made 

commendable efforts to demystify the law with 

respect to Curative Petition and laid down 

conditions to be fulfilled in order to invoke 

curative petition  as follows:

 It has to be established by the petitioner that 

there was a genuine violation of principles of 

natural justice.

 It shall be specifically stated in the petition 

that the grounds mentioned had been taken 

in the petition and that it was dismissed by 

circulation.

 The curative petition shall be certified by a 

senior advocate.

 The curative petition is then circulated to the 

three senior most judges and also to the 

judges who passed the impugned judgment.

 If majority of the judges agree that the matter 

needs hearing, then it would be sent to the 

same bench.

 Exemplary costs could be imposed by the 

court to the petitioner if his plea lacks merit.

 Recently, the plea of curative petition 

was the headlines in country's most brutal gang 

rape and murder- 'Nirbhaya case', in which all 

four convicts were awarded death sentence 

followed by the schedule for their execution; two 
thconvicts out of four filed curative petition on 7  

January, 2019 on the ground that it is the last 

remedy to be sought by convicts before the apex 

court, after the dismissal of a review petition, to 

ensure that the court reviews its judgment and 

provides respite to them. However, the same was 

dismissed by the Constitution Bench on 14th 

January 2020 on the ground that it was devoid of 

any merits and no case was made out within the 

parameters indicated in the decision of this 

Court in Rupa Ashok Hurra vs. Ashok Hurra & 

Another (2002).

Conclusion:

 In recent times, this new concept is 

believed to be a powerful tool against the 

possible prejudice by judiciary and proved to 

have been effective in preventing any fallacy that 

could arise while delivering verdicts. Moreover, 

the essence is to give an opportunity of being 

heard as the prerequisite of Natural  justice
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thereby ensuring justice to all. Therefore, the 

evolutions of the concept of Curative Petition is 

based on the premise that, if the limitation of 

human fallibility and miscarriage of justice 

occur, then the same should be rectified and not 

drown itself in the effervescence of principle of 

finality of judgment embedded under the notion 

of certainty of law. The Apex Court has followed 

a balanced approach so as to prevent oodgates 

from opening and ensuring adequate caveats so 

as to tackle frivolous or vexatious petitions and 

also marks a clear demarcation between a 

'Review Petition' and 'Curative Petition.' The 

Doctrine of Ex Debitio Justiciae clubbed with the 

Inherent Powers of the Court has entitled the 

petitioner to avail this remedy of last resort in the 

rarest of rare cases, thereby, furthering the cause 

of justice.

Dr. Rajni  Dwivedi
Assistant Professor, English

Who am I? What is my identity? Questions that 

peep into the mind of woman and forces her to 

think on it. Throughout her life, she doesn't find 

time to answer it. At the last stage of her life 

when all her responsibilities are fulfilled, she 

tries to find out the answer for these questions. 

She introspects and analyses her whole life, and 

to her surprise, she finds that she never had an 

identity of herself, neither in her paternal home 

nor in her in-laws’ home. All her life, she has 

been acting like a puppet dancing to the tune of 

the patriarchal society, whether it has been her 

birth place or her married home. She is always 

driven by the male, be it her father, brother, 

uncle, husband or her own son. She realizes that 

throughout her life she has worked for other's 

happiness and not for her own self. This is the 

condition of an Indian woman. Woman is 

considered as weak requiring  protection by 

man.  When married,  she becomes the 

entertainment package for her husband, 

caretaker for her children, and maid for her in-

laws. The condition of women in India is 

pathetic. Gender inequality prevails in every 

house. Male and female, the two beautiful 

creatures of God are treated differently. The 

male is honored as the soul of the family while 

the female is treated as the unwanted burden 

who needs to be sent away as soon as possible. 

She is devoid of education, livelihood, 

happiness and of her own identity. She is treated 

like a doll. Her upbringing differs from that of 

her counterpart. No one realizes the essence of 

her identity and the meaning of her existence. 

Everyone knows that subordination of woman  

is in itself an injustice but no one makes an effort 

to raise the voice against it. Why should they 

raise the voice? For whom? For those who feel 

contented with their own plight. The female does 

not feel any need to revolt because it has been 

taught morally to them that they are inferior by 

instinct. Women are weak by nature and God has 

made them so. J.S. Mill suggests that the 

condition of woman is worse than that of slaves. 

While tracing the history of society, he says that 

earlier it was the masses that remained in a state 

of slavery, but they raised their voices, fought for 

their rights to live like a human being. Gradually 

they achieved it and now they have approved 

their ability to lead a life of leader as well. But 

women are satisfied; the worst part is that they 

are bound in the shackles of love of family which 

they have never been able to break. Her 

condition is similar to that of a beggar who used 

to beg her father, husband and son. If anything 

that can bring change in the society it is the 

woman herself, by making a room for her own 

self.   

A ROOM FOR ONE'S OWN SELF

"A woman must have money and a room of her own ..."                -Virginia Woolf
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN INDIA

Dr. C. Sathish
Assistant Professor, Sociology

 According to World Health Organization 

(2013), 35 per cent of women worldwide  are 

victims of physical / sexual violence by their 

partner / non-partner at some point of time in 

their social life. Similarly, the National Family 

Health Survey 2015-2016 unfolds that 30 per cent 

of women are victims of physical violence since 

15 years of age, while 6 per cent of them are 

vulnerable to sexual violence throughout their 

life. In specific, the International Institute for 

Population Science & ICF (2017) reported that 33 

per cent of married women witnessed domestic 

violence, of which only 14 per cent of them have 

sought help to prevent it. The National Crime 

Records Bureau (2018) reported that 31.9 per cent 

of women were victims of cruelty by husband or 

his relatives, 27.6 per cent of women faced 

assault with intent to outrage their modesty, 22.5 

per cent of women were victims of kidnapping 

and abduction and 10.3 per cent of women were 

victims of rape. This shows that prior to corona 

virus itself the rate of domestic violence was 

alarming in India.

 Domestic violence cases are also reported 

in US, UK, Franc, Spain and other western 

countries. Nearly 90,000 cases of violence against 

women were reported during the first week of 

lockdown. Besides, there is a perceptible two 

fold increase of domestic violence cases in 

Malaysia and China. The international and 

national laws strongly advocate for stringent 

measures to prevent the violence against women 

in all walks of life. To name a few, the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (1948), UN 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discr iminat ion Against  Women(1980) , 

Constitution of India under Article 14, 15, 17, 23 

& the Protection of Women from Domestic 

Violence Act, 2005 reiterated the strongest 

commitments to not only prevent violence / 

discrimination against women but also to 

provide conducive environment for women at 

home and workplace.

 The corona virus (COVID-19) has housed 

people due to nation wide lockdown to prevent 

the spread of virus. The physical distancing 

norm has restricted people’s movement outside 

their family and also limited their social 

interaction with peer groups, relatives and 

organizations. This has led to the forced stay 

within their households not only to fulfill their 

primary needs but also to reiterate family as a 

primary social agent to protect against external 

threat and danger: Such type of protection at 

times turns the home into the most dangerous 

place than even the prison, due to violence 

against women.

 It is reported that the complaints against 

the domestic violence were relatively high in 

India due to COVID-19 lockdown. However, the 

ground reality of domestic violence is largely 

unreported due to various socio-cultural 

reasons. A 25 year old  married women who 

went to her mother’s house to escape from her 

husband’s torture was not spared by her own 

brother due to unemployment, lack of money 

and burden. He beat his sister severely for not 

returning to her husband’s family. This shows 

that women are the victims of domestic violence 

not only due to lack of social support from peer 

groups, relatives and well-wishers, but also from 

being trapped inside the home. Unemployment, 

anxiety, stress and economic issues pave way for 

domestic violence at home. Similarly,  a husband 

beat up his 24 year old wife for winning him over 

online ludo game and severely injured her spine. 

The lockdown pushed women to live in close 

proximity with their abusive male members viz. 

companion, brother, father and husband in a 

household which aggravated domestic violence. 

This shows that most of the violence against 

women takes place within the home rather than
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outside the home. Therefore, the UN Chief 

Antonio Guterres called for an action against the 

alarming global increase in domestic violence on 

women and girls.

 Prof. Rukmini Sen (2020) reiterates a safe 

domestic sphere for women against domestic 

violence apart from working women’s hostel 

and at sharing system in cities. A shared 

household consisting of women group is 

affordable, free from violence and livable 

housing, without entering the institution of 

marriage may be considered for women against 

domestic violence. Nevertheless, women in the 

longer run will be forced into their day-today 

social life of marriage, motherhood and 

socialization due to socio-cultural factors of 

religion and patriarchy. 

 The socio-cultural factors coupled with 

COVID-19 lockdown restrictions namely 

physical distancing norms, work from home 

culture, forced stay inside the four walls, lack of 

social ties and livelihood challenges  perpetrated 

violence against women in India.

Dr. Anita Banerjee

Assistant Professor, Economics

 In view of the spread of COVID-19 world 

over, it will not be wrong to say that the 

pandemic has literally put the economies of the 

world on ventilators. There has been a near 

collapse of the economy worldwide. Talking 

about the Indian Economy, it was already going 

through a rough patch, and to add fuel to fire, 

COVID-19 further exacerbated the situation. The 

sectors that have been worst affected include 

both formal as well as informal – thus there is 

now a trade-off between the concern for 

controlling the deadly virus and minimizing the 

loss to the economy as a result of lock down.

 COVID-19 has wreaked havoc all over 

the world not sparing any country, leaving a 

long- term impact. There is a virtual demand and 

supply shock, so for once the economists, world 

over is in agree that, there is an alarm on both 

sides, that is demand as well as supply; demand 

shock emerging from forced closure of tourism, 

restaurants and consumer durables, whereas on 

the other hand supply constraints manifesting 

itself in the form of effective halt on production 

activities. Economists agree on two major 

impacts on the world economy, first, the 

immediate impact of shutting down factories 

and production units on output and income and 

the second impact that is the lingering inuence 

will be felt on supply chain, because the entire 

manufacturing has become a fragmented 

process, where inputs/ intermediary goods are 

procured from other countries and assembled in 

countries, including in India. 

 Global Pandemics, Laxness and India

 The fear of pandemics has always been 

looming large over the world, but has been more 

or less neglected. World has witnessed upsurge 

of u like pandemics right from the outbreak of 

Spanish u in 1918, to Asian u in 1957, SARS in 

2003, H1N1 inuenza in 2009. A combined study 

by World Bank and WHO have warned of an 

impending human pandemic and the need for 

preparedness at global, national and local level 

in 2013. Suggestions of forming a community 

based 'one health approach' to reduce the risks 

that may arise at the interfaces between humans, 

animals and ecosystems was suggested, but alas, 

we were not geared enough to tackle the 

unavoidable. Spanish u devastated the US 

economy way back in 1918 towards the fag end of 

World War I. Yet the western countries appear to 

have adopted a much laid back approach 

towards handling of the COVID-19 pandemic 

INDIA COMBATS TWIN CRISIS: 
INDIA VIS-A-VIS THE WORLD – A COMMENTARY
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causing higher mortality rates in countries 

supposed to be having better health care 

facilities.

 What we need to learn from the past is the 

only way the spread can be halted is through 

containment/prevention till a vaccine is 

invented. Unfortunately, WHO was a bit late in 

declaring the COVID-19 as a Pandemic on 11th 

March 2020, when disease had already spread to 

125 countries out of a total of 195 countries.

 Seen in this context, Indian Economy has 

already been under duress because of falling 

production and consumption, to add to the woes 

of ailing economy, covid19 has struck another 

severe blow. Yet under these taxing circum-

stances, Indian Government is indeed striving to 

revive the economy as well as contain the 

community spread. WHO has commended the 

honest efforts being undertaken by the 

government of the day.

 Government offers Green shoots

  In a bid to contain the pandemic, we have 

to pay huge economic costs in terms of massive 

economic devastation on people's lives. This is 

the time when multilateral institutions like IMF, 

WB have stepped in to provide help, and WB has 

risen to the occasion and granted a $ 1 billion loan 

to the Indian Economy; philanthropy needs to be 

stepped up; which is been taken up in bits and 

pieces.  A combination of monetary and fiscal 

stimuli is the need of the hour which the 

government has announced of late. The 

government  has  declared sector specific 

economic packages to mitigate the impact that 

the pandemic has brought about, including 

transfer of cash through Direct Benefit Transfer 

(DBT). A slew of measures has been announced 

by the Finance minister to provide some reprieve 

to the marginal workers under Prime Minister 

Garib Kalyan Yojana which includes providing 

food security, cash transfers, for those belonging 

to unorganised sector employees and EPF 

related concessions for those belonging to the 

organised sectors, besides Atma Nirbhar Bharat 

Abhiyan to make our country self-reliant under 

which an amount of Rs. 20 lakh crore has been 

sanctioned. People worse affected  due to the 

lockdown are the ones living on the margins, 

daily wage earners. The 800 million covered 

under Food Security Act were  provided an 

additional 5kg of rice and 1kg of pulses for a 

period of three months, in order to survive in 

these difficult times. Besides in many cities, 

philanthropists have come forward to distribute 

free food packets to those daily wage earners 

whose economic activities have now come to a 

grinding halt. 

Challenges

First of all, there needs to be an intensive 

awareness campaign at  an individual 

household level. Secondly, what appears to be 

lacking among the Indians is seriousness about 

the disease, wearing of mask, maintaining 

hygiene, combating myths associated with the 

disease posing another challenge before the 

country. Thirdly, the recent spate of attacks on 

the health professionals at a few places, only 

reects the ignorance of the masses regarding the 

importance of getting one self tested, so that it 

doesn't spread to others, though efforts are on  to 

change mind sets.

 There is a new initiative under the catch 

line “Vocal  for local” highlighting the 

importance of manufacturing at the local level 

instead of depending on other countries, which 

in other way means, that adversity creates 

opportunity, and thus now is the time to 

innovate.

  The onus to fight the battle of corona lies 

jointly on the masses and the government. So let 

us all put in a joint effort.
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SURROGACY (REGULATION) BILL : 

NO RATIONAL BACKING BUT JUST MORAL POLICING

 In the lap of the nature lies the beautiful 

jewel of procreation of life which is an exclusive 

domain of every woman. Nature has blessed 

women to procreate life within her and also to 

experience the divine feeling of motherhood. 

Right to give birth and nurture their young ones 

is an inalienable right of every human being. It is 

the wish of every couple to have a child and 

parenthood is really an unexplainable feeling in 

this world. Every society around the globe has 

given importance to the institution known as 

'family'; when two individuals come together in 

an emotional and physical bond, there originates 

a family and the family becomes complete with 

the birth of a child. Since ancient times, children 

are considered as a source of happiness and also 

an essential to ensure continuance of lineage.

 Unfortunately, a sizable segment of the 

population is unable to have their child and 

absence of a child is considered to be a stigma to 

the family. Research shows that one in every six 

couples suffer from infertility and related 

problems. The pain and agony suffered by 15% 

of Indians who are not able to conceive and care 

for their own child cannot be explained by 

words. Psychologist points out that birth of a 

baby creates a sense of social responsibility 

among couples and can even save marital bonds 

that are on the verge of coming to an end. Today 

when infertility treatment has achieved 

milestones, infertility is not a hindrance to 

having a child, thanks to surrogacy, one of the 

most effective techniques to deal with genetic 

and acquired infertility. Surrogacy is a boon for 

all the infertile couples as rightly said that 

“Surrogate motherhood is considered as boon by 

infertile couples because it is a revolutionary 

hope to have a child.

 Surrogacy is defined by Black's Law 

Dictionary as, “an agreement wherein a woman 

agrees to be artificially inseminated with the 

semen of another woman's husband.” Also as 

defined by Assisted Reproductive Techniques 

Bill, Surrogacy is “an agreement in which a 

woman agrees to pregnancy, achieved through 

Assisted Reproductive Techniques, in which 

neither of the gametes belong to her or her 

husband, with the intention to carry it to the term 

and deliver the child to the person or persons 

from whom she is acting as a surrogate.” 

 After legalizing commercial surrogacy in 

2002, Surrogacy has bloomed in India to be 

known as the 'Surrogacy Capital' in the world. 
thThe 228  report of the Law Commission of India 

reports that Surrogacy in India has now become a 

Rs. 25000 crore industry. Hence after this report  

Regulatory bills were tabled known as the 

Assistive Reproductive Techniques (Regulatory) 

Bill, and was approved by the Cabinet which 

indirectly gave boost to commercial surrogacy in 

India. Later in 2016, Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill 

was introduced which indirectly had the 

-K Mohammed Sheheer
th

- 4  Year B.A LLB

“Parenthood is the eternal blessing that every couple seeks and which 
can make wonders in the marital relationships that are on the verge of collapsing.”

- Anonymous

1 WHO Report on Family Welfare, 2000

2 Annual Report, Ministry of Health and Family

   Welfare, Government of India.

3 Kusum Jain's Surrogate Motherhood-Some moral and 

   legal problems in bio-ethics.

4 Law Commission of India Report on Need to Legislate 

   Reproductive Assistive Techniques, August 2009
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idea of banning  Commercial Surrogacy entirely 

in India and promoting Altruistic Surrogacy 

alone. Never the less this Bill had many 

loopholes that had the potential to make the 

scenario even worse. Therefore it is crucial to 

critically analyse the bill with respect to the 

constitutional provisions. Surrogate mother will 

be more exploited if a blanket ban is imposed 

rather than a regulation which is made to carry 

out surrogacy. The intent is to stop the so called 

“selling of womb”, but in real parlance a ban will 

only make it harsh and worse condition to give 

up their wombs for those good book clinics that 

will be registered under this act. It is the 

Fundamental right of every citizen to enjoy their 

life, which also includes right to Parenthood. 

Thus, only allowing Altruistic surrogacy and 

banning commercial surrogacy is prejudiced 

against those unfortunate infertile couples who 

can not have their own baby. Even though the  

adoption is more humane and divine, but right to 

enjoy parenthood also includes the right to 

choose the mode of achieving parenthood. 

Economic theories have held that, bans do not 

necessarily stop the act but serve the purpose of 

pushing it to the black market. Government 

should not be inclined to do so just in name of 

safeguarding culture and tradition in view of the  

increasing rate of demand for surrogacy in India. 

The main arguments that were put forward on 

the oor during the discussion of the bill 

predominantly had the essence of morality and 

tradition and were far away from any sort of 

logical reasoning. Despite the moral policing that 

exists, it is noticeable that Hindu mythology also 

offers instances of surrogacy and reects the 

secrecy that still surrounds surrogacy practice.  

In Bhagavata Purana, Lord Vishnu heard 

Vasudev's prayers beseeching Kansa not to kill 

all sons being born. Vishnu heard these prayers 

and had an embryo from Devaki's womb 

transferred to the womb of Rohini, another wife 

of Vasudev. Rohini gave birth to the baby 

Balaram, brother of Krishna, and secretly raised 

the child while Vasudev and Devki told Kansa 

that the child was born dead. In the Mahabharat, 

Gandhari did not deliver a child rather delivered 

a semi solid substance which was then divided 

by Maharshi into 100 different pots. Thus, the 100 

Kauravas were born. Similarly, Maharshi 

Bhardwaj saw a divine nymph coming out of 

water after having a bath and seeing such a 

beautiful woman, he felt discern and deposited 

his semen in a pot used for yagna called Darona. 

This is from where Dronacharya was born and 

named after the sperm stored vessel.

 Post ban there will be a large market that 

would come into existence just as result of this 

blanket ban. The black market will disguise the 

infertile couple as the relative of surrogate and 

get their job done by way of altruistic surrogacy 

as altruistic surrogacy is still not banned under 

the provisions of this Bill. Like the other Bills and 

Acts that were introduced by the NDA 2 

Government, such as those called Demone-

tization or GST, all these had more lacuna than 

leisure, and this Surrogacy draft Bill is also no 

exception. There are also instances of surrogates 

impregnated in India and then shifted to another 

country for delivery, thus resulting in proposed 

enactment going absolutely pointless as it will 

not have any data relating to such surrogacy and 

will  eventually fail  to regulate i t .  The 

government must understand that it is due to 

extreme levels of poverty and unemployment 

that the women choose to be surrogates and 

believe it or not the  government also has a major 

role in pushing these women to such practices. 

Thus need of the hour is education and 

awareness in this respect rather than imposing a 

blanket ban. On the financial aspect, the 

regulated Commercial Surrogacy can further 

generate huge revenue through medical tourism, 

prove to be a support system for numerous 

childless couples and at the same time help 

surrogate mothers with a considerable source of 

income.

 5 Commercial Surrogacy in India- A Critical Analysis- 
    Priyanka Maut
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Considering the situation, if the Surrogacy 

(Regulation) Bill is passed, it will surely fail the 

test of legality and reasonableness. In case the 

law treats equals unequally then it has to give the 

justification to hold good in the test of 

constitutionality. Now this proposed Bill 

explicitly is in contradiction to basic right of a 

citizen i.e. violation of Article 14, as it 

discriminates the right to Parenthood on the 

basis of Sex, marital status, sexual orientation 

and nationality. As per test of Reasonableness, 

there has to be rational nexus between the object 

and actions taken by way of such discrimination; 

for which the above said Bill has no answers. 

There exists no rationality in preventing specific 

sexual oriented people from exercising their 

right and also resulting in exploitation of 

women. Thus, it is evident that the constitution is 

at stake and the bill has to be stopped from being 

passed without a massive amendments . Further, 

the Right to Life under Article 21 of the 

Constitution also includes the right to 

procreation and parenthood under the right 

reproductive autonomy. The government 

cannot interfere in the prerogative of people to 

choose the mode of parenthood and infertility 

cannot be a made precondition to surrogacy. 

Moreover, qualifications like the requirement of 

five years of marriage before invoking surrogacy 

are arbitrary.  Surrogacy has extremely 

multifarious implication in communal, natural, 

educational and emotional forms. Currently, 

there exists no harmony upon a model surrogacy 

agreement and lacuna exists in both commercial 

and altruistic forms. While both of these 

practices require astonishingly massive 

regulation, the possibility of implementing the 

bulk regulations needs a strong measure of 

practicality in the Indian context. Imposing a 

blanket ban does not address the actual need of 

the time and will create high potential for forcing 

the surrogacy market underground through 

black marketing, thus making it worse for all the 

stakeholders involved in the process. Surrogacy 

as a mode of manner children cannot be denied 

for the homosexual community and unrest in the 

homosexual community is evident. In the end, 

the draft Bill clearly violates Article 14 and 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India and fails 

both the tests of constitutionality, test of 

reasonable logic and rule of law and hence need 

to be opposed tooth and nail.

6. Globalization and Transitional Surrogacy in India:
    Outsourcing Life (Lexington Books, New Delhi,2014).

Priya Majhi
th

4  Year B.A LLB

Life is a Mystery

With a lot of History

Life is a Savage

We don't know, will die in which Age.

Missing everyone is a part of it

To be missed by someone, 

is a kind of Gift.

It has chapters

Some to be turned, 

some to be burned.

But the rare memories,

Which are still treasured?

And unconditional love, 

which cannot

 be measured.

Some people will annoy,

Some will be like a Lottery...

Life is a Mystery

With a lot of History....

LIFE
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 If you have ever attended a lecture on 

gender equality or gender sensitization you may 

have noticed, how it is only about women being 

discriminated in the society, which in fact it 

should be, as the ratio of inequality against 

women is more; but is that what gender equality 

really stands for? Should talks on gender 

equality be only about women? If you say “yes”, 

I disagree. For me Gender equality is not only 

confined to women's issue, but it's more of a 

human issue, where both the genders must be 

addressed.

� Gender Equality is more about removing 

the stereotypes relating to 'male' and 'female' 

members of the society and allowing both males 

and females to live life freely, without the chains 

of restrictions of the society on them. 

� The type of society we live in is 

patriarchal, and it comes with a series of pre-

loaded stereotypical mindsets, which lays down 

how a girl or boy should live in a society, like for 

example, males should be brave, independent 

and strong, both emotionally and physically. 

Whereas, females should be polite, pretty etc. 

Have you ever noticed how toddlers are made to 

play with toy guns or cars if it's a boy and with 

dolls or kitchen sets if it's a girl, that's where the 

whole balance of gender equality breaks and this 

stereotype has also become a burden on men 

and this society must realize that sometimes 

men can be vulnerable and be the victim of this 

patriarchal society. In fact, research on 2,431 

young adults 18 to 19 years old by Daniel 

Coleman of Fordham University found that men 

who identified with rigid beliefs, such as that 

men are the only bread earners in the house and 

must provide at any cost, be invulnerable or be 

self-sufficient were more likely to have suicidal 

thoughts and exhibit signs of depression.

� Let me make myself clear by saying that 

I'm not arguing that status of men is as bad as 

women and indeed the status of women in this 

country must be improved as they are exploited 

in several sectors. Being born as a woman in the 

Indian society one has to face gender 

discrimination at all levels. At the household 

level - females are confined to the bounds of their 

household responsibilities, raising children and 

looking after families, irrespective of her 

education degrees or her job profile. At her 

workplace: women have limited access to job 

opportunities and are paid less for the same 

work. However, on the contrary, its not easy 

being a man too.

� Now, have you ever thought that India 

regularly gets hauled over by the courts, for its 

shabby treatment of women, but never gave a 

thought about women harassing a man? 

� This patriarchal society has made it 

tough for males to show their emotions, with 

this goes a famous saying “मद�  को दद�  नही ंहोता” 

and the voice of male victims remain unheard.

 The legislators have tried their best to 

make laws which help and protect women, but 

in recent times there has been increase in false 

cases filed by women to harass the men using the 

same law which was made to protect them. 

So now the question arises that Should Laws be 

Gender Neutral to help achieve complete 

gender equality?

 A perfect example of Indian laws being 

gender biased is Section 375 of the Indian Penal 

Code (IPC).

 Section 375 IPC defines rape as follows:

“A man is said to commit rape if he has forceful sexual 

intercourse with a woman under the six defined 

description.”

ARE MEN NOT VULNERABLE ?

- Sumit Kumar Sakthi,
nd

2  Year B.A., LLB

“A gender-equal society would be one where the word 'gender' does not exist: where everyone can be themselves.”
- Gloria Steinem
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 As per Section 375 of the Indian Penal 

Code, rape is something that only a man can do 

to a woman. Yes, you read that correctly, Indian 

law does not consider male rape as forcible 

intercourse. Although child survivors of both 

sexes are covered by the Protection of Children 

from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012, 

current rape laws leave out a large group of 

adult male victims, due to which male rapes go 

unnoticed in India . But why don't we recognise 

and accept the issue of male rape? Is it because 

the society thinks that the men have to be 

masculine and strong?

 It is believed that no one can force a male, 

not even another male as rape involves forceful 

sexual intercourse; In fact men are also raped or 

sexually assaulted.

 Most victims do not share the incident with their 

family members or friends, leave alone 

reporting it to the police because of the disgrace 

and humiliation attached with male rape this 

patriarchal society has created.

The US Department of Justice has stated that 99% 

Convicts of rape are men and 1% Convicts of rape are 

women.

 India would be able to provide the 

statistics, but there is no way of determining 

male victims that exist in India, given that rape 

by legal definition cannot be committed against 

men. 

By looking at child sexual abuse specifically, the 

Indian government did find in 2007 that, of surveyed 

children who reported experiencing severe sexual 

abuse, including rape or sodomy, 57.3% were boys 

and 42.7% were girls. More recently, the Delhi-based 

Centre for Civil Society found that approximately 

18% of Indian adult men surveyed reported being 

coerced or forced to have sex. Of those, 16% claimed a 

female offender and 2% claimed a male offender.

 There have been cases where some 

women have filed fake rape or sexual assault 

cases against men.

According to Delhi Commission of Women, 53.2% 

of rape cases filed between April 2013 and 2014 in 

Delhi were found to be false.

Finally, the Indian legal system should 

recognise rape as a gender-neutral crime.

Another such gender biased law in Section 498A 

of the Indian Penal Code, which speaks about 

Dowry.

 Though this law was made with very 

noble intention but later it turned out to be the 

most abused law in the Indian legal history. 

Relating to section 498A, in the case of Sushil 

Kumar Sharma v. Union of India and others, the 

Supreme Court of India said that “By misuse of 

the provision (Indian Penal Code 498 A - 

Dowry and Cruelty Law) a new legal terrorism 

can be unleashed. The provision is intended to 

be used as a shield and not an assassin's 

weapon.”

 Section 498A does not require women to 

provide evidence of abuse, and there's a 

presumption of guilt until innocence can be 

proven. False cases under this section have 

made lives of many innocent men miserable.

 National Crime Records Bureau report states 

that in 1,00,000 cases, the conviction rate was 20% in 

2011 and 14% in 2015: the gap in conviction rate 

proves the large number of false cases.  One such 

false and absurd dowry case was proved, when 

in 2009 a two-year-old girl was named as an 

accused in a case filed in Kurla, Mumbai.

CONCLUSION

 In this patriarchal society being a woman 

is tough and it is clearly evident that women 

suffer way more than men because of the 

restriction this society has imposed on them. 

And the crime rate against women is clearly way 

more when compared to men, but just because 

the rate of crime is less against  men, it does not 

mean it should go unnoticed and undiscussed. I 

would not say men are equally vulnerable as 

women, but they are vulnerable. And as I said in 

the beginning, isn't that what the true meaning of 

Gender Equality is? Removing the stereotypical 

norms of masculinity and manhood as they are 

damaging to men, women, and society  as a 
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whole and achieving equality between both the 

genders. It is high time we need to stop splitting 

human into 'pink' and 'blue'.  As long as we live 

in a patriarchal society, the majority of men will 

not be truly free. As a feminist, I totally agree 

with Gloria Steinem who rightly said. 

“A feminist is anyone who recognizes the equality and 

full humanity of women and men”

Dusky is not simply a word 

Which some bullies says easily

It will affect very hardly

To a person badly. 

Skin is dark not the soul

Your mind contains melanin

More than their skin,

People are forgettable

That, 

Under the dark, "moon" is alive.

Dark chocolate is favorite

Black color is trendy

Sadly!

Dark skin tone is not acceptable.

Your complexion is fine

You are a divine,

Black is magical

Break the black prison

“DARK"
1. 2.

3. 4.

K.Usha Rani
th4  Year B.A. LLB

Mother you are so sweet and kind
and have always stood by my side

I remember your selfless dedication 
even in very adverse condition 

You are the one to hold me and hug me
which essayed my personality with a vibrant key.

 
You loved me and called me daughter

When I grew up, I became your lovely partner 
When I cried you made me laugh

You are the one who made me talk and walk.

I can vividly recall your grieves and pains
that are devoid of any algorithms of  gains

I thank the Almighty for this wonderful blessing
and reiterate it with every day that are passing   

I can't repay your debt, what you have done
I shall forever cherish your image as my mom

I wish to emulate your motherly attributes
that will be my true emotional tribute.

Y. Manisha 
nd2  Year , B.A. LL. B.

My MotherMy Mother
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BLACK LIVES MATTER !!...
- Ananna Biswas

rd
3  Year B.A. LLB

‘'Now is the time to make real the promise of democracy and transform our pending national elegy into a creative psalm of 

brotherhood. Now is the time to lift our national policy from the quicksand of racial injustices to the solid rock of human dignity''

 The Black lives matter moment. What is 
it? How is it interpreted? How is it Important? 
How does it relate to problems like Police 
brutality? And how does it affect the lives of 
Black people, young and old? In this essay, we 
will address these questions and the importance 
of the moment to me.

The BLM movement was founded on the 
13th July 2013, by Alicia Garza; Patrisse Cullors 
and Opal Tometi. The movement was made to 
promote anti-racism and advocacy, it is often 
interpreted in the incorrect way by people who 
do not recognise how Black people are often 
v i c t i m s  o f  d e m o n i s a t i o n  a s  w e l l  a s 
criminalisation. 

This often results in people making 
ignorant comments that make it clear that the 
purpose of the movement was taken out of 
context: 'ALL LIVES MATTER 'they incessantly 
yell; 'Why is it always about race? Can't you just 
get over it??' they say way too passive-
aggressively not knowing the true meaning of 
what we're fighting for. We are fighting for the 
lives that were taken for reasons that only remain 
superficial, we are fighting for the next 
generation of people who go looked just like 
George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Atatiana 
Jefferson, Stephon Clark, Michelle Cusseaux and 
the others that have died. 

They were killed for reasons that will 
only remain skin deep, and this time, it will not 
be in vain or go unnoticed. After their deaths 
gained publicity by the 'Black lives matter' 
movement, they were angered that no action was 
being taken except from being fired. 'No justice, 
No peace!' they scream as they walk the streets 
begging for justice. Protests started not only in 
America but all over the world. These protests 
started peacefully, and even so the police 
sprayed them with tear gas and rubber bullets, 
and even some cases real bullets. 'Blue lives 
matter' they say. 'NO, All lives matter!' they cry. 
These phrases are derived from Black lives 

matter and using them implies you are 
attempting to degrade black people for our 
efforts to ask for justice as well as to contrive the 
meaning of the BLM movement to these other 
'movements'. Blue lives matter was made for 
cops who are killed in the job they chose to work 
for, knowing the risks, knowing the time it 
would eat up, they CHOSE to be an officer. A 
black person cannot take off their skin like an 
officer takes their uniform after duty. All lives 
matter was made to say 'All races matter, not just 
black people!' not knowing that the black race is 
like a burning house asking to be taken care of 
while other people are asking for there to be dealt 
with when their houses have no complications.

Stereotyping a group of people for no 
good reason at all, then one wonders why we 
have been screaming, been begging for the 
justice of what those that believe that they're 
superior to us all when we were all created equal. 
The importance of the Black Lives Matter is 
further than how I look, deeper than what I've 
seen and heard it's what I believe should be 
naturally supported so everyone can live in co-
existence.

In conclusion the “Black lives matter 
movement” is a strong cause that will continue to 
get stronger and gain momentum. For all of the 
opposition this movement has met the alliance 
and agreement it has gained is times over.

This political issue will not be hushed or 
downgraded it is alive and well. African 
Americans along with many whites and people 
of different cultural backgrounds are beginning 
to continue the work of great activist like Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Malcom X, and Rosa Parks 
and so on and so forth. They stand for the lives 
lost such as Travon Marin, Eric Garner, Sandra 
Bland, Mike Brown and so many more black lives 
that have been lost just in the last four years due 
to police brutality and they racial profiling of 
many white Americans. 

- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REVISION AND APPEAL 
IN CIVIL LAW -Nagaranjani

rd
3  Year B.A LLB

What is the difference between Revision and 

Appeal?

Powers are vested in the courts to look 

upon a case which is already decided. The 

powers are revision, review and appeal. All three 

terms are different & have a purpose. The powers 

can be exercised in criminal as well as in civil 

cases. The exercise of powers under civil cases is 

provided under the provisions of Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908.

“Revision”

The term “revision” is not defined under 

CPC but, Sec. 115 is related to revision. Revision 

is the power of the High court to revise the case 

decided by the Courts Subordinate to it. The 

revisional power of the court is optional & is not a 

compulsory one.

There are some conditions in which 

revisional jurisdiction are exercised. The case 

must be decided by the Subordinate Court.

There should be no remedy of the appeal be 

exercised.

Case Law

Major  S.S Khanna v.  Brig. F.J. Dillion

In this case the, supreme court held that, 

when any other remedy is available, the court 

may not exercise its revisional jurisdiction. 

“Appeal” 

Section 96 to 112 of CPC provides for appeal 

in the civil cases. The term “appeal” is not 

defined in the civil code. Appeal is the power of 

the higher authorities to look upon and re-

examine the cases decided by lower inherent 

right. This means that right comes from the 

statue of appeal.

 Appeal refers to re-hearing of the whole 

dispute in the higher court. This does not require 

the court to be HC, the court of appeal can be trial 

court too. Appeal can be made as soon as the 

Judgment is passed.

Case Law

Lachman Dass v. Santosh Singh

 In this case the Supreme Court held that 

“An appeal is a continuation of a suit or 

proceeding are again left  open for the 

consideration by the appellate authorities which 

has powers to review the entire evidence subject, 

of course, to the prescribed statutory limitations. 

But in the case of revision whatever powers the 

revisional authority may have, it has no power to 

reassess & re-appreciate the evidence unless the 

statute expressly confers upon it that power.” 

That limitation is implicit in the concept of 

revision.

State of Kerala v. K.M. Charia Abdullah & Co.

 In this case the Supreme Court observed 

that “An appeal is a continuation of proceedings; 

in effect the entire proceedings are before the 

Appellate Authority and it has the power to 

review the evidence subject to the statutory 

limitation prescribed. But in the case of revision, 

whatever powers the revisional authority may or 

may not have; it has not the power to review the 

evidence unless the statute expressly confers on 

it that power.” That limitation is implicit in the 

concept of revision.

Hari Shanker v. Rao Girdhari Lal Chowdhury

 The Supreme Court highlighted the 

difference between appeal and revision as under: 

“The distinction between an appeal and revision 

is a real one. A right of appeal carries with it a 

right of rehearing on law as well as fact, unless 

the statute conferring the right of appeal limits 

the rehearing in some way as, we find, has been 

done in second appeals arising under the code of 

civil procedure. The power to hear a revision is 

generally given to a superior court so that it may 

satisfy itself that a particular case has been 

decided according to law”.
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THE THREE FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN NATURE
-K.PriyadharshinI

nd
2  Year B.A. LLB

-THOMAS DEWEY

“The greatest needs of human nature are to feel important, to be recognized and be appreciated”

1.   The Importance of Feeling Important

 The human need to feel important has 

been found to be higher than physiological 

needs such  as hunger because after a person has 

eaten, they are no longer hungry. The need for 

feeling important is even higher than the need 

for love because when love is attained, the need 

is satisfied. It's also higher than safety because 

when a person is secure, safety is not an issue.

 The desire to feel important is the 

strongest constant human urge and is the one 

characteristic that separate us from the animals. 

It makes people want to wear brand label 

clothing, drive up market cars, have a title on 

their door or brag about their children. It's the 

main reason kids join street gangs. Some people 

will even become stalkers or murderers in their 

pursuit of notoriety.

 Marriage studies have found that the 

prime reason women leave long term 

relationships is not because of abuse, cruelty or 

domination – it's because of lack of appreciation. 

The desire to be recognized, to feel important 

and appreciated is all-powerful. And the more 

important you make someone feel, the more 

positively they will respond to you.

2.  People’s Primary Interest is in Themselves

 Others are far more interested in 

themselves than in you, so your main goal when 

talking with them is to talk about them. 

 You should talk about “their feelings, 

their family, their friends, their status, their needs, 

their opinions, their possessions and never about 

you or yours – unless they ask”.

 In other words, on a basic level, people 

are only interested in themselves and what's in it 

for them. To successfully relate to people, you 

must approach them with this rule being the 

basic foundation stone of human relations. And 

if someone doesn't ask about you and yours, 

they're simply not interested, so don't bring it 

up.

 Some people are disappointed at this 

basic principle of human nature and see others 

as selfish and self-possessed because it's 

fashionable to believe that we should give of 

ourselves with no expectation of return. Most 

people who give completely selessly, 

understand the basic law that “what you give, 

will be returned to you in some way, at some 

other time, with interest”. The reality is that 

every act we perform in life is motivated by self-

interest. Even the donation you make to your 

local charity is motivated by self-interest as well 

as the feeling of generosity you feel when giving. 

The bottom line is that you receive the ultimate 

pay off, even if you did it anonymously. Mother 

Teresa gave her entire life to others so that she 

could feel fulfilled in herself by making god 

happy. And all these actions are positive, not 

negative.

 People who expect others to act in ways 

other than primarily in their own interests are 

continually disappointed and feel 'let down' by 

others.

 There is no need to feel embarrassed 

about this or apologize for it. It is simply the way 

life. Doing things for ourselves is a survival 

instinct that is hard-wired into our brain and has 

been a characteristic of humans since the 

beginning. It is the basic of self-preservation. 

Understanding that we all put our own interests 

first, is one of the key for any successful venture 

in dealing with others.

3.  Nature's law of Equal returns

 There is an irresistible subconscious urge
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to return to the giver, something of equal value 

to what was given. If a person likes what you 

give them, they will want to reciprocate by 

giving or doing something that you will like. For 

example, if a person receives a card from 

someone, they haven't sent a card to, they feel an 

urge to quickly try to respond.

 When you do someone a favor, they will 

usually watch for the opportunity to reciprocate. 

If you pay someone a compliment, they will not 

only like you, they will try to return it. If you 

seem aloof or distant, however, they will 

perceive you as unfriendly and they'll behave in 

an unfriendly way. If you are dismissive, you 

may be considered rude or glib and they'll 

respond to you in a similar way. It you insult 

them, they will feel the urge to return the insult. 

But when you put out something positive, you 

will, at some point, receive a positive in return.   

When you put out a negative however, you will 

receive in return a much greater negative than 

you gave. This is a law of nature, and rarely fails.

To be popular, always make people feel more 

important than you in some way. If you act as 

though you are better, they will feel inferior or 

jealous. This is counter-productive to building 

positive relationships.

 For example, any time you are served an 

excellent meal at a restaurant, or a shop 

attendant asks how you are, or the cleaner at the 

airport takes away your dirty dishes, smile and 

make a point of thanking them for their 

courtesy.

 When you understand and accept these 

three fundamental aspects, you will be amazed 

at the power you will have in inuencing others.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
-Sahil

st
1  Year B.A. LLB

 Constitutional Law is a body of law 

which defines the role, powers, and structure of 

different entities within a state, namely, the 

executive, the parliament or legislature, and the 

judiciary; as well as the basic rights of citizens 

and, in federal countries such as the United 

States and Canada, the relationship between the 

central government and state, provincial, or 

territorial governments.

 Not all nation states have codified 

constitutions, though all such states have a jus 

commune, or law of the land, that may consist of 

a variety of imperative and consensual rules. 

These may include customary law, conventions, 

statutory law, judge-made law, or international 

rules and norms. Constitutional law deals with 

the fundamental principles by which the 

government exercises its authority. In some 

instances, these principles grant specific powers 

to the government, such as the power to tax and 

spend for the welfare of the population. Other 

times, constitutional principles act to place limits 

on what the government can do, such as 

prohibiting the arrest of an individual without 

sufficient cause.

 In most nations, such as the United 

States, India and Singapore, constitutional law is 

based on the text of a document ratified at the 

time the nation came into being. Other 

constitutions, notably that of the United 

Kingdom, rely heavily on unwritten rules known 

as constitutional conventions; their status within 

constitutional law varies, and the terms of 

conventions are in some cases strongly 

contested.

State and legal structure 

 Constitutional laws can be considered 

second order rule making or rules about making 

rules to exercise power. It governs the 

relationships between the judiciary, the 

legislature and the executive with the bodies 

under its authority. One of the key tasks of 

constitutions within this context is to indicate
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hierarchies and relationships of power. For 

example, in a unitary state, the constitution will 

vest  ul t imate  authori ty  in  one central 

administration and legislature, and judiciary, 

though there is often a delegation of power or 

authority to local or municipal authorities. When 

a constitution establishes a federal state, it will 

identify the several levels of government 

coexisting with exclusive or shared areas of 

jurisdiction over lawmaking, application and 

enforcement. Some federal states, most notably 

the United States, have separate and parallel 

federal and state judiciaries, with each having its 

own hierarchy of courts with a supreme court for 

each state, India, on the other hand, has one 

judiciary divided into district courts, high courts, 

and the Supreme Court of India.

Human Rights

 Human Rights or civil liberties form a 

crucial part of a country's constitution and 

uphold the rights of the individual against the 

state. Most jurisdictions, like the United States 

and France, have a codified constitution, with a 

bill of rights. A recent example is the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the European Union 

which was intended to be included in the Treaty 

establishing a Constitution for Europe that failed 

to be ratified. Perhaps the most important 

example is the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights under the UN Charter. There are intended 

to ensure basic political, social and economic 

standards that a nation state,  or inter-

governmental body is obliged to provide to its 

citizens but many do include its governments. 

Some countries like the United Kingdom have no 

entrenched document setting out fundamental 

rights; in those jurisdictions the constitution is 

composed of statute, case law and convention. A 

case named Entick V.  Carrington  is  a 

constitutional principle deriving from the 

common law. John Entick's house was searched 

and ransacked by Sherri f f  Carrington. 

Carrington argued that a warrant from a 

Government minister, the Earl of Halifax was 

valid authority, even though there was no 

statutory provision or court order for it. The 

court, led by Lord Camden stated that,

“The great end, for which men entered into 

society, was to secure their property. That right is 

preserved sacred and incommunicable in all 

instances, where it has not been taken away or 

abridged by some public law for the good of the 

whole. By the laws of England, every invasion of 

private property, be it ever so minute, is a 

trespassing if no excuse can be found or 

produced, the silence of the books in an authority 

against the defendant, and the plaintiff must 

have judgment.”

The common law and the civil law jurisdictions 

do not share the same constitutional law 

underpinnings. Common law nations, such as 

those in the Commonwealth as well as the 

United States, derive their legal systems from 

that of the United Kingdom, and as such place 

emphasis on judicial precedent, whereby 

consequential court rulings (especially those by 

higher courts) are a source of law. Civil law 

jurisdictions, on the other hand, place less 

emphasis on judicial review and only the 

parliament or legislature has the power to effect 

law. As a result, the structure of the judiciary 

differs significantly between the two, with 

common law judiciaries being adversarial and 

civil law judiciaries being inquisitorial. Common 

law judicatures consequently separate the 

judiciary from the prosecution, thereby 

es tab l i sh ing  the  cour ts  as  complete ly 

independent from both the legislature and law 

enforcement. Human rights law in these 

countries is as a result, largely built on legal 

precedent in the courts' interpretation of 

constitutional law, whereas that of civil law 

countries is almost exclusively composed of 

codified law, constitutional or otherwise.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND PRINCIPLES 
-Sanjana Lall

rd
3  Year B.A. LLB

Human Rights have been promoted 

since 1946 by the United Nations as part of its 

mandate. But since the human rights standard 

setting has been continuously developing, new 

concepts have also been adopted by the 

international community and made part of 

human rights obligations of the states.

Following are texts from the materials 

being used by the 'United Nations' agencies, 

offices and programs in explaining human rights 

to the people the world over.

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN RIGHTS

 Every individual has dignity. The 

principles of human rights were drawn up by 

human beings as a way of ensuring that the 

dignity of everyone is properly and equally 

respected, that is, to ensure that a human being 

will be able to fully develop and use human 

qualities such as intelligence, talent and 

conscience and satisfy his or her spiritual and 

other needs.

Dignity gives an individual a sense of value 

and worth. The existence of human rights 

demonstrates that human beings are aware of 

each other's worth. Human dignity is not an 

individual, exclusive and isolated sense. It is a 

part of our common humanity.

Human rights enable us to respect each 

other and live with each other. In other words, 

they are not only rights to be requested or 

demanded but rights to be respected and be 

responsible for. The rights that apply to you 

also apply to others.

T h e  d e n i a l  o f  h u m a n  r i g h t s  a n d 

fundamental freedoms not only is an individual 

and personal tragedy, but also creates 

conditions of social and political unrest, sowing 

the seeds of violence and conict within and 

between societies and nations.

HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES

Human rights  are universal  and 

inalienable; indivisible; interdependent and 

inter-related. They are universal because 

everyone is born with and possesses the same 

rights, regardless of where they live, their gender 

or race, or their religious, cultural or ethnic 

background. In alien able because people's rights 

can never be taken away. Indivisible and 

interdependent because all rights—political, 

civil, social, cultural and economic—are equal in 

importance and none can be fully enjoyed 

without the others. They apply to all equally, and 

all have the right to participate in decisions that 

affect their lives. They are upheld by the Rule of 

Law and strengthened through legitimate claims 

for duty-bearers to be accountable to inter-

national standards.

Universality and Inalienability:

 Human rights  are  universal  and 

inalienable. All people everywhere in the world 

are entitled to them. The universality of human 

rights is encompassed in the words of article 1 of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “all 

human beings are born free and equal in dignity 

and rights”. Indivisibility: Human rights are 

indivisible. Whether they relate to civil, cultural, 

economic, political or social issues, human rights 

are inherent to the dignity of every human 

person. Consequently, all human rights have 

equal status, and cannot be positioned in a 

hierarchical order. Denial of one right invariably 

impedes enjoyment of other rights. Thus, the 

right of everyone to an adequate standard of 

living cannot be compromised at the expense of 

other rights, such as the right to health or the 

right to education.

Interdependence and Interrelatedness:

 Human rights are interdependent and 

interrelated. Each one contributes to the
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realization of a person's human dignity 

through the satisfaction of his or her 

developmental, physical, psychological and 

spiritual needs. The fulfillment of one right 

often depends, wholly or in part, upon the 

fulfillment of others. For instance, fulfillment of 

the right to health may depend, in certain 

circumstances, on fulfillment of the right to 

development, to education or to information.

Equality and Non-discrimination:

All individuals are equal as human 

beings and by virtue of the inherent dignity of 

each human person. No one, therefore, should 

suffer discrimination on the basis of race, 

colour, ethnicity, gender, age, language, sexual 

orientation, religion, political or other opinion, 

national, social or geographical origin, 

disability, property, birth or other status as 

established by human rights standards.

Participation and Inclusion:

All people have the right to participate 

in and access information relating to the 

decision-making processes that affect their 

lives and well-being. Rights-based approaches 

require a high degree of participation by 

communities, civil society, minorities, women, 

young people, indigenous peoples and other 

identified groups.

Accountability and Rule of Law:

States and other duty-bearers are 

answerable for the observance of human rights.  

In this regard, they have to comply with the 

legal norms and standards enshrined in 

international human rights instruments. Where 

they fail to do so, aggrieved rights-holders are 

entitled to institute proceedings for appropriate 

redress before a competent court or other 

adjudicator in accordance with the rules and 

procedures provided by law. Individuals, the 

media, civil society and the international 

community play important roles in holding 

governments accountable for their obligation to 

uphold human rights.

LIST OF RIGHTS

Since 1948, the United Nations has been 

engaged in defining the international human 

rights standards particularly in relation to 

specific issues. Examples of these human rights, 

freedoms, rights and prohibitions related to 

human rights, are the following:

In the area of civil and political rights:

 Right to life

 Freedom from torture and 

cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment

 Freedom from slavery, servitude and 

forced labour

 Right to liberty and security of person

 Right of detained persons to be treated 

with humanity

 Freedom of movement

 Right to a fair trial

 Prohibition of retroactive criminal laws

 Right to recognition as a person before 

the law

 Right to privacy

 Freedom of thought, conscience and 

religion

 Freedom of opinion and expression 

 Prohibition of propaganda for war and 

of incitement to national, racial or 

religious hatred

 Freedom of assembly

 Freedom of association

 Right to marry and found a family

 Right to take part in the conduct of 

public affairs, vote, be elected and have 

access to public office

 Right to equality before the law and 

non-discrimination.

In the area of economic, social and cultural 

rights:

 Right to work

 Right to just and favourable conditions 

of work
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 Right to form and join trade unions

 Right to social security

 Protection of the family

 Right to an adequate standard 

of living, including adequate 

food, clothing and housing

 Right to health

 Right to education.

In the area of collective rights Right of peoples to:

 Self-determination

 Development

 Free use of their wealth and natural

resources

 Peace

 A healthy environment

Other collective rights:

 Rights of national, ethnic, religious and 

linguistic minorities

 Rights of indigenous peoples.

STATE OBLIGATION ON HUMAN RIGHTS:

All human rights-economic, civil, 

social, political and cultural-impose negative as 

well as positive obligations on states, as is 

captured in the distinction between the duties 

to respect, protect and fulfill. 

They are considered to be the three levels of 

obligation:

To respect a right means refraining from 

interfering with the enjoyment of the right.

To protect the right means enacting laws 

that create mechanisms to prevent violation of 

the right by state authorities or by non-state 

actors. This protection is to be granted equally 

to all.

To fulfill the right means to take active 

steps to put in place institutions and 

procedures, including the allocation of 

resources to enable people to enjoy the right. A 

rights-based approach develops the capacity of 

duty-bearers to meet their obligations and 

encourages rights holders to claim their rights.

Resource implications of the obligations 

to respect and protect are generally less 

significant than those of implementing the 

obligations to fulfill, for which more proactive 

and resource-intensive measures may be 

required. Consequently, resource constraints 

may not affect a state's ability to respect and 

protect human rights to the same extent as its 

ability to fulfill human rights.

HUMAN RIGHTS INSTRUMENT:

In the early twentieth century, the 

protection of human rights became an issue of 

concern to the international community. Under 

the League of Nations, established at the end of 

the First World War, attempts were made to 

develop an international legal framework, 

a long  wi th  in ternat iona l  moni tor ing 

mechanisms, to protect minorities. the horrors 

perpetrated during the second World War 

motivated the international community to 

ensure that such atrocities would never be 

repeated and provided the impetus for the 

modern movement to establish an international 

system of binding human rights protection.

The charter of the United Nations of 1945 

proclaims that one of the purposes of the United 

Nations is to promote and encourage respect 

for human rights and fundamental freedoms 

for all.

 The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, adopted by the United Nations general 

assembly in 1948, was the first step towards 

achieving this objective. It is seen as the 

authoritative interpretation of the term “human 

rights” in the charter of the United Nations. The 

Universal Declaration together with the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, both 

adopted in 1966, constitute what has become 

known as the International Bill of Human 

Rights.  Since 1948,  human rights and 

fundamental freedoms have indeed been  

codified in hundreds of universal and regional,  
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binding and non-binding instruments, touching 

almost every aspect of human life and covering a 

broad range of civil, political, economic, social 

and cultural rights. Thus, the codification of 

human rights has largely been completed. 

Studies have shown that of all the things we worry about in life:

87% never happen 

7% actually occur

6% you will have some influence over the outcome 

This means that most things in life that you worry about won't happen and that you have little 

to no control over the few things that do happen. So it doesn't pay to worry about the things 

you fear. Approach fear for what it really is-

False

Evidence

Appearing

Real

Fear is nothing more than a physical reaction to thinking about the consequences you don't want. 

Most of your worries will never come to pass anyway, so they are nothing more than

False        Evidence      Appearing       Real

Never think about what you don't want to happen. Only think about what you do want, 

regardless of the outcome of a situation. What you think about is what you'll usually get.

HOW TO DEAL WITH FEAR AND WORRY

-R.Balakrishnan
nd2  Year B.A. LLB
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-Preeti Paul
nd2  Year B.A. LLB

9 “SUPER WOMEN” ADVOCATES

Ms. Vrinda Grover is a lawyer, researcher, 

and human rights and women’s rights activist. 

She has been a fearless champion of rights, but 

also of due process. She has contributed to the 

drafting of laws including, The Protection of 

Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005; The 

Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 

2012; The Sexual Harassment of Women at 

Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal) Act, 2013; The Criminal Law 

Amendment Act, 2013 – relating to sexual 

violence against women; the Prevention of 

Torture Bill, 2010; a legislation for protection 

from communal and targeted violence. She has a 

nuanced understanding of the concerns of 

people from different communities affected by 

HIV. She has, for example, stood in solidarity 

with sex workers in India and intervened to 

asser t  the  d is t inc t ion  be tween  sexual 

exploitation and sex work. Grover has also 

appeared for the victims in prominent cases in 

India, such as the Soni Sori rape-torture case, 

1984 anti-Sikh riots, 1987 Hashimpura police 

killings. Grover graduated from St. Stephen's 

College, Delhi, where she was a student in 

History. She obtained her degree in law from 

Delhi University and a Masters in Law from New 

York University. She contributed to the drafting 

of the 2013 Criminal Law Amendment to the law 

against sexual assault; the Protection of Children 

from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, and the 

Prevention of Torture Bill, 2010, a law for 

protection from Communal and Targeted 

Violence.

Indira Jaising (born 3 June 1940) is an Indian 

lawyer who is noted for her legal activism in 

promoting human right causes. In 2018 she was 
th

ranked 20  in the list of 50 Greatest Leaders of the 

World by Fortune magazine. She also runs an 

NGO with the name of Lawyers' Collective, the 

license of which was permanently cancelled by 

the Home Ministry for violations of Foreign 

Contribution Regulation Act.The central 

government of India accused the NGO of using 

foreign funds in a manner not mentioned in the 

objectives of the NGO. However, the Bombay 

High Court has passed the order to de-freeze the 

domestic accounts of her NGO. Indira Jaising 

was additional solicitor general during 

Manmohan Singh's UPA-II government. Indira 

Jaising was considered close to then Congress 

president Sonia Gandhi, who was impressed 

with her activism that led to her being appointed 

as the first woman additional solicitor general of 

India in 2009.

 Much of her work has focused on 

championing the rights, safety and quality of 

women. In 1986, she fought and won the famous 

Mary Roy case which led to Syrian Christian 

women being granted equal inheritance rights 

with their male siblings. She successfully 

challenged the discriminatory provisions of the 

Indian Divorce Act, thus enabling Christian 

women to get a divorce on the grounds of cruelty 

or desertion, a right previously denied to them. 

In the ground-breaking Githa Hariharan case of 

the late 1990s, Jaising was instrumental in 

winning the right of Hindu mothers to be the 

natural guardians of their minor children, so the 

children could take their mother's name – a 

hugely important ruling for the rights and status 

of women in the family. Indira Jaising was the 

founder secretary of the Lawyers Collective, and 

she was also the founder of a monthly magazine 

titled “The Lawyers” in 1986 that covered the 

topics of social justice and women's issues.

Zia Mody  is Indian corporate lawyer and 

business women. She is considered an authority 

on corporate merger and acquisition law, 

securities law, private equity and project finance.  

Zia is the daughter of Soli Sorabjee, a former 

Attorney General of India. ZIA MODY is the
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Founder and Senior Partner of AZB & Partners 

and one of India's foremost corporate attorneys. 

She passed her law degree from the University of 

Cambridge in 1978 and was enrolled as an 

Advocate with the Bar Council of Maharashtra & 

Goa in 1978. She did her LL.M. from Harvard 

Law School and was then admitted as a member 

of the New York State Bar by examination in 

1980. Zia worked as a corporate associate at 

Baker & McKenzie, New York, for five years 

before moving to India to set up practice, 

establishing the Chambers of Zia Mody in 1984, 

which then became AZB & Partners in 2004. The 

Firm has offices in Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore 

and Pune  wi th  an  in tegrated  team of 

approximately 400 legal professionals.

 Zia’s abilities are recognized globally, as 

is reected in her appointment as the Deputy 

Chairman and a Non-Executive Director of the 

HSBC Asia Pacific Board, a member of the World 

Bank Administrative Tribunal, Washington D.C. 

(2008-2013), and a Vice President and Member of 

the London Court of International Arbitration 

(2010-2013). Zia serves on various advisory 

committees of the Confederation of Indian 

Industry including its National Council and its 

committees on Corporate Governance, Financial 

Services, Capital Markets and Legal Services. Zia 

was a member of the Godrej Committee on 

Corporate Governance constituted by the 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs. She was 

nominated to be part of the “Committee on 

Rationalisation of Investment Routes and 

Monitoring of Foreign Portfolio Investments” 

formed by the Securities and Exchange Board of 

India under the chairmanship of Shri K.M. 

Chandrashekar. She was appointed by the 

Reserve Bank of India in 2014 as a member of 

Committee on Comprehensive Financial 

Services for Small Businesses and Low-Income 

Households which was chaired by Dr. Nachiket 

awarded the “India Managing Partner of the 

Year – 2016” by Asian Legal Business (Thomson 

Reuters), Zia features on Fortune India as The 50 

Most Powerful Women in Business in India, for 

2016. 

 She is listed by Forbes India (2013, 2014 

& 2015) as one of 'India's 10 most Powerful 

women'; also listed by Forbes Asia as one of 

'Asia's 50 Power Businesswomen' (2015), it has 

been said that few of Zia's peers can match her 

skills or take her on when it  comes to 

acquis i t ions ,  jo int  ventures ,  company 

restructuring, foreign inward investment related 

practice and corporate law. She has been named 

as a Leading Individual for Banking, Finance, 

Corporate and M&A and Investment Funds in 

The Legal 500 Asia-Pacific 2016. Euromoney 

awarded her a Lifetime Achievement award – at 

Asia Women in Business Law Awards 2015. 

Among her many awards, Zia has received the 

“Outstanding Women Business Leader of the 

Year – 2013” award at India Business Leader 

Awards; also “Legal Icon of the Decade – 2013” 

and “Best M&A Lawyer of the Year – 2012” 

award at the Legal Era Awards and she has been 

voted as “Business Woman of the Year, 2010” by 

the Economic Times, for which she was 

felicitated by The Society of Indian Law Firms 

(SILF). She has also been voted by the Economic 

Times as one of the country's most powerful 

CEOs (2004 to 2016), and as one of the 15 most 

powerful Indian women leaders in 2010-2014. 

She has been selected as one of the 25 most 

powerful women in business by Business Today 

in 2004-2014, and named one of India's top ten 

most powerful women in business by Fortune 

Magazine in 2014.

 Asia Law Profile hailed her as one of 

‘The Leading Lawyers - India’ in the fields of 

Mergers & Acquisitions, General Corporate 

Practice, Dispute Resolution, Corporate 

Governance and Capital Markets & Corporate 

Finance for 2013, while Asia Pacific Legal 500 and 

Chambers Global, have identified her as a 

leading individual in the Corporate Mergers & 

Acquisition, Private Funds, Private Equity, 

Litigation and Infrastructure Sectors. “Zia Mody 

is an obvious choice for many clients involved in 

large international M & A transactions” states 

IFLR1000. Zia has been nominated as one of the 

world's leading practitioners by the International
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Who’s Who of Mergers & Acquisitions (2008 to 

2015), Private Funds Lawyer (2008 to 2015), 

Corporate Governance Lawyers (2012-2015) and 

M&A and Governance Lawyers (2017). She has 

been selected as one of the world's pre-eminent 

commercial arbitration specialists by the 

International Who's Who of Commercial 

Arbitration (2012-2015), one of the world's 

leading l i t igat ion pract i t ioners  by the 

International Who's Who of Litigation Lawyers 

(2016) and one of Who's Who Legal's – Thought 

Leaders, Arbitration (2017).

Karuna Nundy’s educational qualifications 

are no less than a commendable journey. She 

started with a bachelor’s degree in economics 

from St Stephen's College in Delhi, went on to 

study law at Cambridge University in the UK 

and studied for LL.M. from Columbia Law 

University in New York. Currently a lawyer at 

the  Supreme Court ,  she special ises  in 

constitutional and media law, commercial 

litigation and arbitration, and legal policy. 

Nundy is renowned for her work in human 

rights, contributing to India's anti-rape bill, 

which followed the infamous Delhi gang rape 

case of 2012. She also represented the Bhopal Gas 

survivors in the Supreme Court and got them 

better healthcare systems. Along with being a 

global advocate for freedom of speech, Nundy's 

advisory and policy work also include 

contributions to the Nepal Interim Constitution, 

a legislation workshop with the Senate of 

Pakistan, advice to the Government of Bhutan on 

compliance with human rights treaties, and legal 

reform in the Maldives with the Attorney 

General's Office and the Chief Justice of the 

Maldives Supreme Court. Lastly, Nundy is also a 

part of a UK panel to support media freedom 

across the world, led by international legal stars 

Lord David Neuberger and Amal Clooney. She 

also serves on the Columbia University's Global 

Freedom of Expression expert panel. An epitome 

of empowerment, Karuna Nundy has lent her 

experience to many talk shows, interactive 

programmes and discussions, and has been 

relentlessly spreading awareness about the 

value and dignity of basic human rights, which is 

indeed a major need of the hour.

Menaka Guruswamy (born November 27, 

1974) is a Senior Advocate at the Supreme Court 

of India. She is a B.R. Ambedkar Research 

Scholar and Lecturer at Columbia Law School, 

New York. Guruswamy has been visiting faculty 

at Yale Law School, New York University School 

of Law and University of Toronto Faculty of 

Law. Guruswamy has advised the United 

Nations Development Fund, New York and 

United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), New 

York and UNICEF South Sudan on various 

aspects of International Human Rights Law and 

has also supported the constitution-making 

process in Nepal. She has contributed chapters to 

collections of essays on constitutionalism bought 

out by Cambridge University Press (2013), 

Routledge (2013), Bloomsbury (2015), Oxford 

University Press (2016), a case note for the 

American Journal of International Law (2017), an 

essay on South Asian Constitutionalism to the 

Handbook on Constitution Making (Edward 

Elgar) and is also co-editor on a book project on 

'Founding Moments'.

Flavia Agnes is Indian women’s rights 

lawyer with expertise in marital, divorce and 

property law. She has written and published 

numerous articles, some of which have appeared 

in the journals Subaltern Studies, Economic and 

Political Weekly. Flavia Agnes is a women's 

rights lawyer and pioneer of the women's 

movement in India focused on issues of gender 

and law reforms. As co-founder of MAJLIS, a 

legal and cultural resource center, her primary 

engagement has been to provide quality legal 

services to women and children. She has played 

an important role in bringing women's rights to 

the forefront within the legal system and in 

contextualizing issues of gender and identity. A 

prolific writer, she has provided incisive analysis 

of domestic violence, minority law reforms, 

secularism, and human rights. Significant among
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her many publications is her autobiographical 

book My Story Our Story ... Of Rebuilding 

Broken Lives, translated into several languages 

and in its fourth edition. Other publications 

include Law & Gender Inequality: The Politics of 

Personal Laws in India (2001) and Women and 

Law in India: An Omnibus Comprising Law and 

Gender Inequality, Enslaved Daughters, Hindu 

Women and Marriage Law (2004, with Sudhir 

Chandra and Monmayee Basu).

 Flavia co-founded the Women’s Centre 

in Bombay, a counseling, mutual help, and 

advocacy service for women in crisis. Flavia 

realizes the emptiness of sexual equality shy of 

economic independence. To increase women's 

employment level, she launches an innovative 

job training, placement, and public awareness 

program. The objective of Flavia's program is to 

open up a vast range of tool-using middle 

income job opportunities to women. Flavia 

Agnes was a victim of domestic violence. She is at 

once an idealist writer as well as a "woman" of 

action. She has helped hundreds of domestic 

violence victims since her becoming an Ashoka 

Fellow.

Meenakshi Lekhi is an Indian politician 

and a member of Bharatiya Janata Party. She is a 

Member of Parliament from New Delhi 

Parliamentary constituency in the 16th and 17th 

Lok Sabha. She is the national spokesperson of 

Bharatiya Janata Party and a Supreme Court of 

India lawyer. Started Practicing on the Indirect 

taxes and Criminal Law. Enrolled with the Bar 

Council of Delhi in 1990; practised in various 

courts, including several tribunals, Delhi High 

Court and the Supreme Court. Also practised in a 

range of forums across India and handled a 

range of issues pertaining to women in the 

courts, such as domestic violence, family law 

disputes and most importantly the issue of 

permanent commission of the lady officers in the 

armed forces. Besides, being a social activist and 

has been associated with several institutions, 

including the National Commission for Women, 

Sakshi, NIPCD and several other organisations 

which are known for being protectors of the 

rights of women and children in the country has 

been a part of the Drafting Committees for Bills 

like "Women`s Reservation Bill" and "Sexual 

H a r a s s m e n t  o f  W o m e n  a t  W o r k p l a c e 

(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Bill"; 

The latter was passed by the Parliament. It 

represented the media in court to get the ban on 

media coverage of case proceedings revoked. 

She was successful in this effort. She took up the 

case of the permanent commissioning of women 

in the Indian armed forces in the Supreme Court. 

She was also the lawyer of the victim in the 

Shanti Mukund Hospital rape case; took up the 

case of Promotion Policy for Army Officer and 

the Permanent Commission of women in the 

Indian armed forces in the Supreme Court 

women will get equal rights in the Army like 

men. The judgement has paved way for women 

officers to hold command posts, As a National 

Spokesperson of the Bharatiya Janata Party 

(BJP), has been successfully articulating, 

advocating and campaigning BJPs policies, 

programs and campaigns; and participates in 

various television shows on matters on National 

and International importance.

Meenakshi Arora (born November 28, 

1976), Indian engineering educator, world 

Biographical Encyclopedia. She was one the 

members of the drafting committee which 

drafted the regulations The Gender Sensitisation 

& Sexual Harassment of Women at the Supreme 

Court of India (Prevention, Prohibition and 

Redressal), Regulations, 2013 to protect and 

provide grievance redressal to women lawyers 

from sexual harassment at the Supreme Court. In 

1984, Arora got enrolled at bar and since 1986 has 

been practicing law at Supreme Court of India. In 

1989, she qualified and became an Advocates-on-

Record at the Supreme Court. She had also, for a 

brief period, worked with Goodwin and Soble, 

an international law firm based in Washington 

DC.

Pinky Anand is an Indian lawyer and was 

designated as a senior advocate till May 2020.
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She served as an Additional Solicitor General of 

India at the Supreme Court of India. She is also a 

politician. She is the second woman lawyer to be 

appointed to this post. A successful lawyer and 

an erudite speaker, she is well known for her 

active involvement in social issues and politics. 

A Doctorate of Law, graduate of the Harvard 

Law School and an Inlaks scholar, Honorary 

Professor at Amity Law School, she is the second 

woman in India to have been awarded this high 

Constitutional Law office.

BOOKS ARE OUR TRUE FRIENDS

G. Raja Kumari
st

1  Year BA LLB

st
1  Year B.A. LLB Books are the store house of knowledge. They comprise the material which is most fruitful 

for us in our day-to-day life. They leave a deep and ever-lasting impression on us. They make and mould 

our career. They give us the best instruction and guidance. Some books contain the greatest philosophy of 

life. They convey to us the gospel of hard work and honesty. They tell us that life is action, more action, still 

more action. They inspire us to proceed towards our destination with the single-minded devotion. They 

instruct us not to waver or yield to temptations of the side-attractions. Their teachings enrich us and give 

new directions to our lives. In this way, the books  are our best friends.

Learning is an ongoing process which never 

ends. The student life is a life of opportunity to 

learn something new. It starts with school.  It is 

the best time to learn and understand something 

new; but in our country learning is confined with 

mug up facts and scoring marks in exam. Scoring 

high marks in examination is not a necessary 

symbol of good student. So what are the 

requirements of a good student for a better 

society? As we know “Today's student is tomorrow 

future” we are living in such a country where 

more than 60% of population is below the age of 

25. So we can assume that approx. 60% of our 

country's population is student.

Student is the one who can change our society. If 

he wants some changes in the society he need to 

observe the society and should be well aware of 

the customs and traditions of society. If 

something unjust happens, then he must raise his 

voice against it, in order to destroy that evil.  We 

are living in postmodern world where in fraction 

of seconds things change even the unexpected 

and unchangeable ones. The change may be 

something which directly affect our society & 

indirectly affect us. The change which occurred 

may be just or unjust in nature.  Now it's a duty of 

student to analyze it, to understand pros and 

cons of the change. If the change is just then the 

student should suggest some more ideas so that 

just change will be the best change and if the 

change is unjust in nature, then he has to raise his 

voice against that unjust, so that the society 

improves and our country develops. Student 

power is the mass power to destroy any evil, 

during 1970s one of the great movement 

famously known as “JP Movement” was one 

such movement which was led by student's.

We need good politicians for the development of 

our country, but how to get it, the only solution is 

that a student who understands the society 

properly, he should come forward for the 

betterment and upliftment of our country. Some 

of the good politicians of our country such as 

Arun Jetly,  Sitaram Yechurvy  and Susma 

Swaraj etc. have actively participated in societal 

activities during their student life .

Finally I request the student's to raise their voices 

against social evil and unjust, for better future of 

our country.

JAI HIND!

STUDENT CONTRIBUTION IN NATION'S DEVELOPMENT
- U. Parthasarathi

nd 
2 Year B.A LLB

“
“

“

“
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BOMBAY BLOOD GROUP
-Shaheen Razeen 

nd 
2 Year B.A LLB

I was surprised when I watched a movie name 

“Bind'' it is a thrill movie. In which I came to 

know that there is also a blood group which is 

very rare it is known as Bombay blood. Then I 

began to search for it in the internet and I got the 

result and now I want to share this thought with 

you all.

WHAT IS BOMBAY BLOOD GROUP?

It is a rare blood type. This blood phenotype was 

first discovered in Bombay, now known as 

Mumbai, in India, by Dr. Y.M. Bhende in 1952. 

This is called Bombay blood because it was first 

found in some people of Bombay. It is also called 

hh blood or rare abo blood group. This rare blood 

group is mostly found in South Asia and parts of 

Middle East such as Iran.   

This type of rarest blood is found only in the 

world of 0.0004 percentage of the population. 

Only one person in 10,000 people in India has 

Bombay blood. And I am so lucky, that when I 

am discussing about this rare group. One of my 

uncle told me that my aunty has this type of 

blood group. Then he told me that in our island 

there is only two families which have this type of  

blood group .

This blood group contains one antigen, the h 

antigen, which is found on virtually all rbcs and 

is the building block for the production of the 

antigen within the abo blood group. To 

understand more their red cells have one antigen 

and sera contain anti –a, anti-b, anti –h.

Anti –h has been discovered in the abo group, but 

it has been detected in the pre transfusion test. 

This h antigen works as a building block in the 

abo blood group. The lack of h antigen is known 

as 'Bombay Blood”.

A person with a Bombay blood type can take 

and donate blood to whom 

A person with a Bombay blood group can give 

blood to an abo blood group person, but they 

can't receive from them.

Before Bombay blood was discovered the other 

blood groups are;

In the year 1900 -1902, K. Landsteiner divided the 

human blood into four groups –A, B, AB, O 

except the O blood group A, B, AB groups have 

corresponding antigens . Therefore, O can give 

blood to any blood group.

The O blood group can give blood to any blood 

group and so it is called universal donor. AB 

group is called universal recipient because it can 

take blood from A, B, AB, O.

BLOOD
GROUP

A A,B A & O

B B, AB B & O

AB ONLY AB AB, A B & O

O AB, A, B, & O ONLY O

CAN DONATE
BLOOD TO

CAN RECEIVE
BLOOD FROM
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Master Your Mind
The day �om when once gets into the womb

In his or her beloved mom

       The hierarchy of problem takes the pitch

        Even more brutal than the witch

Well problems are like onion the more

You peel the more you cry

       The deeper you go there is nothing inside

       Even knowing the fact

But we still break the pact

When we all are satisfied in life

       Then we want ordeals and adventure in life

       But when we get problems

Then indeed we all want solution

Why so complication!

Without the life of diplomatic hesitation

Ask the soul what you want

       Be the master of your mind

       Without making it deaf and blind

Overcome your fear

By blocking your tears

Solidify your tears into ice

       So, that when you cry again

       The tear will pay back to them

       Who made you to cry?

Ultimately you won the or deals

With a bit utility to your mind

Along with thunder applause to you heart

My life my mystery

Gone to hit the victory

Partial faculty

In ours school locality

Want to hit the morality

But absence of humanity

Will they get salvation?

Without getting enlightenment

My life my mystery

Gone to hit the victory

My Life My Mystery

Is third gender not really a gender?

Are they some weird alien that we wonder?

Why the homosapien cannot understand the pain 

Which these genders frequently suffer as hail 

Global world as a market of knowledge 

But where is this knowledge? 

Why one can't understand the harmonic change?

People say that they are civilized 

 But their action reflects as uncivilized  

Just putting a feminist cloth 

Over a man's body is there anything to host 

Considering lord Shiva as a combo of two gender 

So why so diplomatic hesitation to the third gender 

Legal support to those 

Just like a supportable dose 

Until and unless the society accepts them 

This legal support is just like a hollow den.

rd 3 GENDER

- J. K. Akhila
nd

2  Year B.A. LLB

- J. K. Akhila
nd2  Year B.A. LLB

- J. K. Akhila
nd2  Year B.A. LLB
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She was Nirbhaya..

She was like a fire

No punition to punishers still is a satire

Her body was full of scratches

Her desire to live were heart touches

The whole city came out with candle

But still stereotypes feared of her scandal

Her soul was a spirit

Rigorously want to know those culprits

And asks for why they did

Maybe they were vampire indeed

She was the fighter

Her last breath spelt well

But no justicia to her

Was overall a dwell to her?

Her mother, her father, her brother,

Her sister, her friends, her well-wisher

All waited for her eyes to open, lips to speak                                                

Nose to smell, ears to hear                                                                             

The public were late                                                                                      

They were a little late                                                                

But when they awoke                                                                                      

She was little broke                                                           

It was time to revoke                                                          

Her heart to pump                                                        

Her insaaf was inside gulp                                              

She will won the battle even after 

she was no more

She will be late justified                                                

But castigation will be confirmed                                

Maybe not this day                                                           

But one DAY!
- Preeti Paul

nd2  Year B.A. LLB

EVILS OF INDIAN MONDE

Thousands of people crawl on the road 
Don't have the food to eat or socks to cover
the toes India, still a long way to go 

Feminism becomes the most favorite 
quote of India
And in every morning, there is news of 
rape in media
Women are fighting for their participation 
more than equalization
India, still a long way to go

Little buds of society 
Doing all the work which is untidy
Losing the eyesight in the industries 
of bangle
And devoting the functioning of 
lungs in mining
In the age of counting the colors 
of rainbow

They are cleaning the shoes and shoe bows
India, still a long way to go

Huge proportions of dowry
Resists the parents to have a girlie
Foeticides, infanticides are approaching the 
peaks 
People more concern with the religious matter 
of steaks
India, still a long way to go

Now it's over
Now it's done
It's time to change the world
And the living skull
Equal participation required for a better 
present, for a better tomorrow
India, still a long way to go

- Afreen Nadeem
nd2  Year B.A. LLB
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BEING TRUE TO YOURSELF

What..??

Simply true to yourself is just a matter of 
personal integrity and self-respect. Standing 
for one's self respect, values, mostly loving self 
and not backing down to the demands or 
expectations of others. A matter of independent 
life, being confident, happy living, leading a life 
in one's own way can only be done when you 
will be true to yourself. This may also lead you 
to the fulfillment that you have served your best 
self to the world.

Stay true to yourself.

Don't worry about the world, the people, the 
surrounding, all these do not matter. It's your 
life not theirs. Don't lie to yourself for the sake 
of people because they will be thinking about 
you as they feel what you should be from their 
point of view. Remember the people who 
wanted you to be a good person will think you 
as a good one but if they wanted you to be a bad 
one then nothing can stop them to think bad for 
you. Rather than thinking about those people 
and wasting your time on such things, be true to 
self, be confident in what you do and keep your 
eyes and head high. We humans are not capable 
of changing other's mind, but we have the 

capability to change ourselves by being true to 
self because it is such a thing which comes from 
within you, not others.

Wake up, it's time for self, take care of yourself, 
build your confidence, bring changes within 
you, it's time to take your own responsibilities, 
it's time to be true to yourself.

Some ways from which you can find the true 
person in yourself:

1. Forgive yourself.

2. Be honest to yourself.

3. Surround yourself with supportive and good 
persons.

4. Make a full stop to avoiding yourself.

5. Love yourself.

6. Be sure you are happy in whatever work you 
do.

“If everybody believes in you, but your own 
subconscious doesn't believe in you, you are 
going nowhere in life, but if nobody believes in 
you, your own subconscious should believe in 
you, then even God cannot stop yourself, from 
achieving what you want."

DRUG ADDICTION
(EVILS OF DRUGS)

- Shajiya Majeed
st

1  Year B.A. LLB

- G. Raja Kumari
st1  Year B.A. LLB

Drug addiction means, 'developing the habit of 

taking intoxicants'. Drug addiction has become a 

fashion as well as a practice. The practice of drug 

taking has let loose the devils of run and death on 

the young boys and girls all over the world. Drugs 

like brown-sugar, opium, Hashish and Ganja are 

transporting the drug-addicts to the realm of 

death quicker than any other malady. The life of a 

drug-addict becomes a hell. He feels physically 

wrecked, morally degraded and mentally 

bankrupt. He becomes a diseased organ of the 

society. Immediate and effective steps should be 

taken to root out this evil from the society, 

otherwise a total social-ruin will not be far off.
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�म कानून

�म सि�यमन या �म कानून( Labour या employment 

law)िकसी रा� �ारा िनिम�त उन कानूनो ंको कहते ह� जो 

�िमक] कािम�को]ं रोजगार �दाताओ]ं ट� ेडयूिनयनो ं तथा 

सरकार के बीच स��ो ंको पा�रभािषत करती ंह�।

औ�ोिगक सि�यम का आशय उस िवधान से है जो 

औ�ोिगक सं�थानो,ं उन म� काय�रत �िमको ं एवं 

उ�ोगपितयो ंपर लागू होता है। इसे हम दो भागो ंम� बांट 

सकते ह� A

 उ�ोग एवं �म स��ी िवधान (Legislation  

pertaining to Factory and Labour ) , तथा 

   सामािजक सुर�ा स��ी िवधान (Legislation 
pertaining to Social Security)

 उ�ोग तथा �म स��ी िवधान म� से वे सब 

अिधिनयम आते ह� जो कारखाने तथा �िमको ंके काम की 

दशाओ ंका िनयमन( रेगुलेशन करते ह� तथा कारखानो ंके 

मािलको ंऔर �िमको ं के दािय� का उ�ेख करते ह�। 

कारखाना अिधिनयम 1948, औ�ोिगक संघष� अिधिनयम 

1947, भारतीय �म संघ अिधिनयम 1926, भृित‐भुगतान 

अिधिनयम1936,�म जीवी �ित पूित� अिधिनयम 1923 

इ�ािद उ�ोग तथा �म स��ी िवधान की �ेणी म� आते ह�।

सामािजक सुर�ा स��ी िवधान के अ�ग�त वे सम� 

अिधिनयम आते ह� जो �िमको ंके िलए िविभ� सामािजक 

लाभो‐ंबीमारी, �सूित, रोजगार स��ी आघात, �ॉिवडे� 

फ�, �ूनतम मजदूरी इ�ािद‐की �व�था करते ह�। इस 

�ेणी म� कम�चारी रा� बीमा अिधिनयम 1948, कम�चारी 

�ॉिवडे� फ� अिधिनयम 1952, �ूनतम भृि� 

अिधिनयम 1948, कोयला खान �िमक क�ाण कोष 

अिधिनयम 1947, भारतीय गोदी �िमक अिधिनयम 1934, 

खदान अिधिनयम 1952 तथा मातृ� लाभ अिधिनयम, 

1961 इ�ािद �मुख ह�। भारत म� वत�मान म� 128 �म 

तथाऔ�ोिगक िवधान लागू ह�।

 वा�व म� �म िवधान सामािजक िवधान का ही 

एक अंग है। �िमक समाज के िविश� समूह होते ह�। इस 

कारण �िमको ंके िलये बनाये गये िवधान सामािजक िवधान 

की एक अलग �ेणी म� आते ह�। औ�ोगीकरण के �सार 

मजदूरी अज�को ं के �थायी वग� म� वृ�� िविभ� देशो ं के 

आिथ�क एवं सामािजक जीवन म� �िमको ं के बढ़ते �ये 

मह� तथा उनकी प�र��थित म� सुधार �म संघो ंके िवकास 

�िमको ं म� अपने अिधकारो ं के �ित जाग�कता संघो ं

�िमको ंके बीच िश�ा के �सार �ब�को ंऔर िनयोजको ं

के पर मािधकारो ंम� �ास तथा कई अ� कारणो ंसे �म 

िवधान की �ापकता बढ़ती गई है। �म िवधानो ं की 

�ापकता और उनके बढ़ते �ये मह� को �ान म� रखते 

�ये उ�� एक अलग �ेणी म� रखना उपयु� समझा जाता 

है।

 िस�ा�ः �म िवधान म� ���यो ंया उनके समूहो ं

को �िमक या उनके समूह के �प म� देखा जाता है। 

आधुिनक �म िवधान के कुछ मह�पूण� िवषय है‐  मजदूरी 

की मा�ा, मजदूरी का भुगतान, मजदूरी से कटौितयां, काय� 

के घंटे, िव�ाम-अंतराल, सा�ािहक-अवकाश, सवेतन - 
छु�ी, काय� की भौितक दशाय�, �मसंघ, सामूिहक 

सौदेबाजी, हड़ताल, �थायी आदेश, िनयोजन की शत�, 

बोनस, कम�कार, �ितपूित�, �सूित िहत लाभ एवं 

क�ाणिनिध आिद ।

�म कानून के उ�े�

�म िवधान के अ�िल�खत उ�े� है ‐ 

 औ�ोिगक �सार को बढ़ावा देना,

 मजदूरी अज�को ंके �थायी वग� म� उपयु� वृ�� 

करना]

 िविभ� देशो ंके आिथ�क एवं सामािजक जीवन म� 

�िमको ंके बढ़ते �ये मह� तथा उनकी प�र��थित 

म� सुधार को देखते  �ये इसेs �थानीय प�र�� म� 

लागू कराना]

 �म संघो ंका िवकास करना

 �िमको ंम� अपने अिधकारो ंके �ित जाग�कता 

फैलाना] संघो ं�िमको ंके बीच िश�ा के �सार को 

बढ़ावा देना 

 �ब�को ंऔर िनयोजको ंके परमािधकारो ंम� �ास 

तथा कई अ� कारणो ं से �म िवधान की 

�ापकता को बढ़ाना।
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vius vk¡py esa j[kdj 
oks gedks thuk fl[kkrh gS 
tjk lh pksV [kkus ij] [kqn ls xqtj tkrh gS 
ftUnxh thus dk vly rjhdk 
oks gedks fl[kkrh gS 
vius ek¡ &cki dks NksM+ gekjs fy, oks vkrh gS 
vkSj ge cPps viuh [kq”kh ds fy,
 mudks NksM+ tkrs gSa 
D;ksa uk cPps #yk nsa mldks] 
og [kqn dks eukrh gS 
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

ek¡ rks tUur gS vkSj firk mldk njoktk 
er djuk cqjk budks 
[kqnk ls Hkh ekQh dke u vk,xh 
tks rqe budks #ykvksxs]  
ftUnxh ls gkj tkvksxs 
nsdj nq%[k budks]
rqe dHkh dke;kc u cu ikvksxs 
tks eqLdqjkgV j[kksxs buds psgjs ij 
[kqnk Hkh mnkl u dj ik,xk rqEgsa 
Tks ;s :B x, rqels] ftUnxh Hkj iNrkvksxs 
j[kuk [kq”k ges”kk budks] rqe Hkh
ftUnxh Hkj eqLdqjkvksxs 

gesa cPps ls cM+k djds oks gedks iwjk cukrh gS 
fn;k gS ntkZ [kqnk ls Hkh ÅWapk ekWa dks 
gekjh ftUnxh esa oks iwjk <+y tkrh gS 
gekjs fy, oks viuh [kq”kh dks Hkh Hkwy tkrh gS 
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

vuhl cnkbd
r`rh; o"kZ 

ds +Å’kk jkuh
prqFkZ o"kZ

जीवन या�ा
आवाज़ो ंके शोर म�

सुकून की खोज म�,

�ाईशो के जाल म�

पाबंिदयो ंके िशखर म�,

छोटे-छोटे इन कदमो ंसे

अपनी पहचान बनाऊंगा,

हार के सीखँूगा

बेहतर से बेहतरीन

का सफर तय क�ँगा!

ek¡ rks ek¡ gS lc dj ysrh gS
[kqn tkx dj gedks lqykrh gS
Lkkjs nq%[k mBk ds [kqn oks gedks g¡lkrh gS
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

ns[k ugh ldrh vk¡[kksa esa vk¡lw gekjs 
u fn[kkrh dksÃ nq%[k viuk 
[kqn Hkw[ks jg dj ge lcdks f[kykrh gS 
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

rqe “kq# dgha gksrh gks] 
[kRe vius dks ge ij djrh gks 
cPps vius dks “kq# rq>ls dj ds 
nwj fudy tkrs gZSa
g¡l ds lg ysrh gS rw
vkSj vk”khZokn ds flok dqN u nsrh gS 
cl nqvk¡, nsdj
cPpksa ds lkjs xe lg ysrh gS 
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

ek¡ rks tUur gS] 
mldh nqvk ls ftUnxh gS gekjh 
dHkh uk nq[kkuk fny mldk 
ukS eghuk rdyhQ lgdj 
g¡ldj tUe ns tkrh gS 
;gh ftUnxh gS mldh] 
ge is “kq# dj 
ge is [kRe dj tkrh gS 
;s lc rw dSls dj tkrh gS \

कभी िज़�गी की तालाश म�

कभी �ाबो ंकी गली म�

िज़�गी की अजीब मेल म�

खुद को पाऊंगा,

िजंदगी की रेल म� बनाऊंगा

इस िक�े को सुनाऊंगा!

िजंदगी के हर हालात को

सहते-सहते,

जह�ुम म� ज�त लाऊंगा

अकेले चलते-चलते

अपनी मंिजल को जाऊंगा!

dSls 
dj 
ysrh 
gS 
ek¡
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laLej.k % esjk f”k{kdh; lQj
”kkf”k Hkw"k.k izlkn

“kS{kf.kd txr esa xqtjs viuh thou;k=k ds rdjhcu 
rhu n”kdksa dk ]izfrc) ,oa lkFkZd  dk;ZkuqHko u flQZ 
eq>s oakaaWafNr lqdwu ,oa [kq”kh nsrk gS oju~ ;g thou dh 
esjh le> rFkk esjh lkekftd varZn`f"V dkas ldkjkRed 
lapsruk ls Hkh tksM+rk gS A

vaMeku fof?k egkfo|ky; esa esjs oÙkZeku 
thou &n”kZu ds lgt fodkl dk ,d osgn egRoiw.kZ 
pj.k xqtjk gS  vkSj xqtj jgk gS  ftlus esjh ekufld 
ifjiDork dh fn”kk vkSj izd`fÙk dks ]lkFkZd vk;ke fn;k 
gS vkSj ,slk gksus esa esjs lgdfeZ;ksa rFkk vius lkjs 
f”k{kkfFkZ;ksa ds lkFk esjs fujarj dgs&vudgs laoknksa dk 
lokZf/kd ;ksxnku jgk gS A eSus igys Hkh dq+N cM+s o 
LFkkfir laLFkkvksa esa dk;Z fd;k gS] fygktk dk;Z 
&laLÑfr;ksa ds QdZ dks eglwl dj ldus dh fLFkfr esa 
gw¡A eSus vuqHko fd;k gS fd gekjs lgdehZ ,o fo|kfFkZ;ksa 
ds lkFk fujarj gksusokys izdV rFkk vO;Dr nksuks gh 
izdkj ds vUrj& O;fDrd laokn rqyukRed :i esa 
T;knk lgt vkSj lathnk jgs gS vkSj blus esjs ekufld 
utfj;s dks fouez] okWafNr ldkjkRedrk ,oa lkFkZdrk 
iznku fd;k gS A ,slh mnkj ,oa lg;ksxh dk;ZlaLÑfr ds 
lkFk & lkFk  f”kf{kr e?;oxhZ; ifjokj dh esjh  uSfrd 
psruk o yxu”khyrk fdlh laHkkfor xSjt#jh gksM+ ;k 
osyxke egRokdk¡{kkvksa dks fu;af=r j[krh gS 

 ckSf)d & vkf/kuk;dokn ;k ckSf)d& opZLork 
dh lrgh gksM+ esa esjh dHkh dÙkbZ J)k ugh Fkh] cfYd 
bu vo/kkj.kkvksa ds izfr esjk rhoz ekufld fojks/k Hkh 
FkkA “kk;n ;g esjh ijofj”k ds lefiZr ,di{kh; mlwyksa 
ds f[kykQ ,d oSpkfjd cxkor Fkh] blfy, D;ksafd esjs 
f”kf{kr e/;oxhZ; ikfjokfjd i`’BHkwfe esa ckSf)d 
foy{k.krk dks yxHkx iwtuh; vkn'kZ le>k tkrk jgk 
FkkA igys eSus le>k Fkk fd vad&i= esa Å¡pk uacj 
izfr”kr gh lQyrk dk ,dek= fo”oluh; iSekuk gS 
fQj pkgs blds fy, gesa dqN Hkh dher D;ksa u vnk 
djuh iM+h gksA pkgs oks viuh O;fDrxr vis{kkvksa] 
laHkkoukvksa ;k vius O;fDrRo ds laiw.kZ LokHkkfod 

fodkl dks dqafBr djuk gks ;k fQj xSj&okWafNr lk/kuksa 
ls ijgst u j[kus dh ftn A

ij ckn esa eSus ;g tkuk fd nh?kZdkfyd vFkok 
dkyt;h dke;kch flQZ gekjs Å¡ps vad&vuqikr ij 
fuHkZj ugha gS] cfYd gekjs lokZaxhu fodkl esa gekjh 
ekSfydrk] ckSf)d l`tukRedrk] rFkk  lgh vkSj xyr 
esa QdZ dj ldus dh gekjh le>nkjh dk dgha vf/kd 
;ksxnku gS A geus ;g Hkh tkuk fd ok¡fNr lk/; dsk 
izkIr djus dh pkgr o yxu ds  lkFk&lkFk mls gkfly 
djus okys lk/kuksa  dh ifo=rk Hkh mruh gh vge gksrh 
gS A  ikBu ds esjs yEcs rtqcsZ us ;g le> nh gS fd 
cPpksa dh lgt ljyrk] mUeqDrrk] ,oa oSpkfjd 
ykspdrk flQZ rkRdkfyd iz”kalk dh pht ugha gS cfYd 
xqtjrs le; rFkk gkfly rkyhe esa [kklh rjDdh ds 
ckotwn Hkh cpiu dh ;s HkkoukRed /kjksgjsa  lgsts 
j[kus dh Hkh oLrq gaS A

eSus eglwlk gS fd nkSyr] ”kksgjr] :rck 
bR;kfn dks izkIr djus dh LokHkkfod exj LoLFk ,oa 
fu;af=r pkgr rHkh lEekfur nh?kZdkfyd lQyrk fnyk 
ldrh gS tc mlesa lkekftd ncaxÃ dk tfj;k cuus 
dk cks/k ”kkfey u gks vkSj ;fn mijksDr lQyrk gkfly 
gksus ij Hkh ge viuh ekSfydrk] fouezrk] lkekftd 
ftEesnkjh ljh[ks ”kk”or fl)kUrksa dks Ãekunkjh ls 
dk;e j[k ldsa rks ;g vkSj Hkh iz”kaluh; ckr gksxh A 
lrgh rkSj ij ns[ksa rks ;s ckrsa egt cksf>y mins”kksaa 
vFkok uSfrd ulhgrksa ls T;knk dqN ugh yxrh]lkFk gh 
blesa ledkyhu pqukSfr;ksa ls O;ogkfjd lkeatL; dk 
vHkko Hkh utj vkrk gS A ijUrq vxj xgjkbZ ls ns[ksa rks 
blesa gesa vkRe & larq'Vh ds LkkFk & LkkFk fVdkÅ 
lQyrk dk dk lw= utj vk tk,xk A

fdrkch ulhgrksa ls ijs lkFkZd mlwyksa dks thoar 
gksrs eSus Lo;a ns[kk gSA ;gh esjs thou ifjis{; dks 
O;kidrk ,oa laosnuk iznku djrk gS rFkk esjs bl is”ks ls 
yEcs tqM+ko dks lqdwu ;k dgk tk; xoZ dh otg Hkh A

/kU;okn
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, [kqnk ;s gS esjh nqvk 
j[kuk [;ky mudk] ftuds fy, gS ;s tgku lkjk 

ftuds fy, gS iwjs tgku dks bartkj]
tks gS gj fdlh dk I;kj 

lcls I;kjk fj”rk gS ftlls]
j[kuk [;ky mudk ;gh gS nqvk jc ls 

tUe ds ckn tks feyk] muls feyk gS 
gtkjksa ekj ds ckn Hkh geus] ek¡ gh dgk gS 

pkgs ;s nqfu;k Hkqyk ns j[kuk [;ky 
mudk tks gekjk ges”kk lkFk ns 

gtkjksa tkfr;k¡] gtkjksa Hkk’kk,¡] gtkjksa jax] ysfdu 
lcds fy, tks ,d gS 

ogh bl nqfu;k esa lcls [kkl gS 
ek¡ rw tku gS esjh bl tgku esa 
lcls vPNh igpku gS esjh 

bl “kqHk fnu dh rjg gks ] gj fnu rsjk 
ftanxh cl ;wWa gh chr tk, rsjk vksj esjk -----

ek¡
-fiz;k ek>h

prqFkZ o’kZ ch-,- ,y-,y- ch-

fgUnw gw¡ eS]

eqfLye gw¡ eS]

fl[k gw¡ eS

lcls igys balku gw¡ eS ---

eafnj esjk gS]

efLtn esjk gS 

fxjtk?kj dk Hkh eS gdnkj gw¡

lcls igys balku gw¡ eS ---

n”kgjk vkSj Ãn Hkh esjk   

fdzlel dk rks jax lqugjk]   

bu lcdk ikyu djrk gw¡ eSa ]

lcls igys balku gw¡ eS ---

[kq”kh Hkh gS nq%[k Hkh gS]

fj”rs Hkh gSa ukrs Hkh gSa ]

nq”eu Hkh gSa gelQj Hkh gSa]

lc dqN ysdj xfoZr gw¡ eSa]

lcls igys balku gw¡ eS ---

fiz;k ek>h
prqFkZ o’kZ ch-,- ,y-,y- ch-

balku gw¡ eSa
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ykteh gS dkuwu dsoy fu;e 
vFkok fu;eksa dk iqfyank Hkj ugha gS

cfYd ;g balkuh dke;kch dh 
mudh vkdkWa{kkvksa ,oa mEehnksa dh 

lQyrk laHkkoukvksa dh  
,d vfuok;Z iwoZ&”krZ Hkh gS A

tkfgj gS dkuwu dh dnj fugk;r t:jh gS
gekjs fy,] ge lcds fy, 

mlh lathnxh ls]
mUgha ekuoh; mlwyksa ds lkFk 
tks gesa taxyh nqfu;kWa dh 
fueZe jok;rksa ds izgkj ls 

u flQZ egQwt j[krk gS cfYd 
gekjs fy, mEehnksaHkjk ] lqdwuHkjk 

eqLrdfcy Hkh r; djrk gS  

“kf”k Hkw’k.k izlkn
    

dkuwu
dkuwu ,d vk/kkj gS 

lE;rk dks lgstus dk ]
O;fDr rFkk lewg ds fofHkUu vk;keksa dks 

O;oLFkk dh yM+h esa fijksus dkA

gesa irk gS fd ekuo lekt 
taxy ugha gks ldrk

;gkWa “kfDr”kkyh o nqcZy 
cs[kVds lkFk jg ldrs gSa 

vius nkf;Roksa o vf/kdkjksa ds lkFk A
blfy, fd ;gkWa dkuwu dk jkt gS 

vkSj blfy, Hkh D;ksafd ,slk gksuk 
fdlh izxfr”khy lekt ds 

okftc otwn dh otg Hkh gS A

rjDdh ds reke jkLrs 
lqdwu vkSj O;oLFkk ds lk;s esa gh 
iui vkSj fodflr gks ldrs gSa A



SPORTS 
WORLD



India is confronted with a number of serious 

health and social issues viz. obesity, diabetes, 

depression and suicide. The trend towards a 

sedentary lifestyle is recognized as a major 

contributor towards many of India's health and 

social issues. Healthcare and recreation 

professionals realize they must make physical 

activity fun, safe and accessible to address these 

alarming health trends. Recreation is an activity 

of leisure, and it is often done for enjoyment, 

amusement, pleasure. A number of recreation 

activities involve physical activity. 

Recreation activities have both physical and 

mental health benefits. The physical health 

benefits associated with recreation which 

specifically involves physical activity. Many 

studies documented that physical activity can 

have positive impacts on obesity and chronic 

diseases, and it can increase life expectancy in 

measurable increments. A significant volume of 

literature shows that physical activity and even 

mentally recalling outdoor recreation activities 

can have positive effects on depression, stress 

and self-esteem.

The Physical Health Benefits

The health benefits of staying active include 

reduced obesity, a diminished risk of disease, an 

e n h a n c e d  i m m u n e  s y s t e m  a n d  m o s t 

importantly, increased life expectancy.

 Reduces Obesity

Overweight/obesity is  associated with 

increased risk of disease, mortality and chronic 

medical conditions, such as coronary heart 

disease, hypertension, diabetes, gall bladder 

disease, respiratory disease, cancer, and arthritis. 

The prevalence of obesity is more strongly 

related to a lack of physical activity than to 

increases in caloric intake (Welk & Blair, 2000). 

Exercising activities can help to curb obesity 

while physical activity alone can reduce intra-

abdominal visceral fat.

 Diminishes Risk of Chronic Disease

Recreational activities also significantly reduce 

the risk of many serious diseases including heart 

diseases, diabetes, cancer, osteoporosis etc. 

Heart Disease: Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) or 

heart disease is a leading cause of death. Three of 

the major factors that significantly increase the 

risks of developing heart disease are obesity, 

diabetes and lack of physical activity. Recreation 

activities, such as running, brisk walking, 

swimming and bicycling are excellent for 

elevating the heart rate and lowering the 

incidence of heart disease, obesity and diabetes, 

if done regularly.  

Diabetes: There are millions of people in India 

with diabetes mellitus. Type II diabetes cases are 

being diagnosed at every age. The early onset of 

Type II diabetes exposes people to the risk of 

infirmity, blindness, amputation, heart disease, 

and stroke at much earlier ages. It is found that 

the risk of Type II diabetes can be decreased 

progressively with increasing levels of physical 

activity.

Cancer: Cancer, along with heart disease, is 

another leading cause of death in our country. 

People  who do  moderate  or  v igorous 

recreational physical activity have lower 

incidence of breast, lung (Rockhill et al., 1999) 

and colon cancer than their  sedentary 

counterparts. It was found that those who were 

more physically active in adulthood had a lower 

risk of breast cancer than those who were less 

physically active (Thune et al., 1997).

Osteoporosis: Weight-bearing activity is 

essential for normal skeletal development 

THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 
BENEFITS OF RECREATION

- Dr. Abdul Rafeeque TC
- Director of Physical Education
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during childhood and adolescence. Participating 

regularly in recreational activities after 

menopause can enhance estrogen replacement 

and may protect against the rapid decline of bone 

mass and protect the elderly from falls and 

fractures by increasing their strength and  

balance (Shaw & Snow, 1995). The increased 

muscle strength, bone density and connective 

tissue could provide relief for arthritis 

symptoms.

 Boosts Immune System

The physically fit person is less prone to illness. 

Active individuals had fewer hospital stays, 

fewer physician visits and less medication. There 

was a 23 percent reduced risk of upper 

respiratory tract infections for people who were 

regularly active compared to those who were not 

(Nieman, 2001). By participating in community 

activities and surrounding themselves with 

family and friends, peer group are less likely to 

get colds than those who are more isolated 

(O'Sullivan, 2001).

 Increases Life Expectancy

Regular physical activity reduces the risk of 

developing or dying from some of the leading 

causes of illness and death. Exercise and fitness 

can increase longevity and reduce many causes 

of mortality (Paffenbarger, et. al., 1991). Every 

time sedentary people walk a mile, they add 21 

minutes to their life, saving society in medical 

and related costs (O'Sullivan, 2001). We can live 

longer  and heal thier  l ives  by act ively 

participating in regular recreation activity. On an 

average, one hour of exercising increases life 

expectancy by two hours (ARC, 2000).

The Mental Health Benefits

Mental health disorders pose a significant public 

health burden and it is a major cause for 

hospitalization and disability. Regular physical 

activity during recreation can reduce the severity 

of many mental health disorders, as well as 

individuals to better cope with their daily lives. 

At least 30 to 60 minutes of regular, moderately 

intense physical activity through recreation 

programs can result in significant mental health 

benefits like reducing depression and relieving 

stress, to improving quality of life in a variety of 

ways, to helping people to feel better about their 

surroundings and themselves.

 Reduces Depression

Depression is a disease affecting people of all 

ages,  income, and ethnic backgrounds. 

Recreation activities reduce alienation, 

loneliness and isolation, all of which contribute 

to depression. Recreation provides a social 

atmosphere that draws people out of their 

houses and into community life. Depressed 

patients without medication were less likely to 

relapse if they started exercising, compared to 

those who only took antidepressants (Gorman, 

2002). Mentally recalling outdoor recreation 

activities increases positive moods which are 

linked to improved self-esteem, lowered 

depression and reduced suicide rates (Tarrant et 

al., 1994).

 Relieves Stress

Rest, relaxation and revitalization through 

recreation activity are essential to managing 

stress in today's busy and demanding world. 

Positive and enjoyable recreation experiences 

can decrease stress, anxiety and psychological 

tensions. The human body has built-in stress 

relievers that can be triggered through recreation 

activity. Prolonged continuous exercise 

increases the production and release of 

endorphins, resulting in a sense of euphoria, also 

called a “runner's high.” All-in-all, being more 

relaxed promotes improved work performance, 

better social interactions, and a general sense of 

well-being, all of which reduce stress. 

 Improves Quality of Life

Recreation activity is a medium in which 

participants can change their self-image and gain 

personal satisfaction. Quality of life benefits 

from recreational activities include: enhanced 

self-esteem through improved feelings of self
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-worth, reliance, and confidence, personal 

growth, enhanced expression, reection on 

personal spiritual ideals, and feelings of 

satisfaction from one's personal, neighbourhood 

and community life.

Self-Esteem: Positive self-esteem and self-image 

can be achieved through lifestyle choices by 

selecting recreation activities that contribute to a 

feeling of control over one's life. Increasing our 

skill levels and success at a recreation activity 

builds our self-confidence and esteem which in 

turn affects other facets of our lives, family and 

work. 

Life Satisfaction: Recreation activity is 

important to personal life satisfaction and those 

who participate in recreation are notably happier 

(ARC, 2000). Those who recreate more often are 

likely to be completely satisfied with their choice 

of careers, friends, and their perceived success in 

life. The evidence strongly suggests that 

participation in outdoor recreation, particularly 

as a child, leads people to have more satisfying 

and fulfilling lives.

In this increasingly fast-paced world, recreation 

lands, sports facilities and programs provide the 

opportunity for something we desire most - the 

chance to take a breath and to relax - to refresh 

our mind, body and spirit.

 Beyond just the benefits that accrue to 

individuals, recreation is an important, verifiable 

asset to our communities. Recreation programs 

offer cost-effective means for addressing some of 

our most troubling problems, particularly with 

regard to our youth. As stated in this article, 

recreation programmes can do much to reduce 

juvenile delinquency and crime, combat the use 

of drugs and alcohol, reduce teen pregnancy and 

school drop-outs, and promote learning. By 

providing opportunities to strengthen family 

bonds,  promote cultural  diversity and 

understanding a greater acceptance of others, 

recreation opportunities can build better and 

more livable communities. This aggregate 

impact makes recreation one of the most cost-

effective public services available to decision 

makers. 
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KHELOTSAV 2019-20
The Department of Physical Education, 

Andaman Law College organized series of 

indoor as well as outdoor sports events in the 

name of “KHELOTSAV” during the academic 

year 2019-20 successfully. The events were 

planned in order to discover the innate 

potentialities of the students viz. Cricket, Table 

Tennis, Chess, Carrom and Badminton. The 

fourth annual sports Program “KHELOTSAV-

2020” was formally agged off by Prof. (Dr.) M.S. 

Soundara Pandian, Principal, Andaman Law 

College at JNRM College ground. In his 

inaugural address he reiterated his suggestion to 

the students to incorporate sports as a means of 

physical and mental fitness besides discovering 

academic pleasure. It is quite unfortunate that 

“KHELOTSAV-2020” could not conclude with 

Annual Sports Meet due to pandemic Corona 

outbreak as it was originally planned in March 

2020.

 The third edition of Cricket Tournament 
rd“ALC T10” was conducted on 23  of January 

2020 at JNRM playground. Students were 

divided into four different teams and played  

round robin league matches between them. Both 

boys and girls were included in every team. The 

'Team Mercury' won the title by beating 'Team 

Jupiter' by seven wickets. In the end, a team of 

faculty members played a friendly match with 

the winners of the tournament. 

The sports events for the students were started 
thwith indoor games. Table Tennis was held on 14  

thand Chess on 28  January. Carrom matches were 

conducted in both singles and doubles categories 
th th

on 4 & 5  February. Badminton tournament on 
th27  of February at JNRM Indoor Stadium was the 

last game event with mass participation.  

The Sports Week offered much needed avenue to 

explore students' sports talents. Moreover, it 

provided them with some rejuvenating joy and 

pleasure amidst the seriousness of academic 

engagements. The big smiles appearing on 

students face was indeed a welcome testimony to 

their satisfaction and happiness. 
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Moot Court
& 

Legal Aid



Moot Court Committee of Andaman Law College aims at improving the advocacy skills of the students by 

exposing them to simulated court room exercises to enable their smooth transition from being students of 

law to trained advocates. In the academic year 2019-20, students of the college actively participated in the 

following events:

Legal aid activities in Andaman Law College are organized and conducted under the aegis of the Legal 

Aid Committee which aims at promoting legal awareness and free legal services to the vulnerable and 

marginalized sections of society. In the academic year 2019-20, the initiatives taken up by the Legal Aid 

Committee are as follows: 
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Moot Court Orientation by Ms. S. Gopika

Advocate, Madras High Court

Intra Moot Court competition presided by judges

 Smt. Anjali Nag, Smt. A.S. Zinu and

 Shri. Ajith Prasad

Student participating in the Intra-Moot Court 

Competition at ALC

SSG National Moot Court competition 

at Panjab University

SSG Regional Centre Hoshipur, Punjab

Students of ALC participated in 

1st Annual Inter College Moor Court 

Competition, 2020 at Dept. of Law, Manikal Lal Varma

Sharmjeevi College, JRNRVU, Udaipur, 

held on 23rd February 2020

ALC students felicitated in 1st National

 Moot Court competition at Jagarlamudi 

Chandramouli College of Law

Guntur, Andhra Pradesh
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Life
at ALC



Interactive Session
with District and Session Judge

Yoga Demonstration by AYUSH

stFlag Unfurling on 71  Republic Day

Fresher's Day 2019

Independence Day Rangoli

Fresher's Day 2019
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Independence Day Prize Distribution
Kuchipudi Demonstration by Kala Kendra 

Andaman & Nicobar Island Society

Students with Creative Art for
Tuberculosis & Leprosy Awareness rally

Students exhibiting their artistic talent

Moot Court orientation by Shri Suresh Kumar,

Sr. Advocate, Madras High Court 

Shri. Atanu Roy, Registrar, Circuit
Bench of Calcutta High Court, Port Blair

SPECIAL LECTURES
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Motivational speech by 
Hon'ble Mr. Justice Manojit Mondal,

 Circuit Bench, Calcutta High Court, Port Blair 

“Role of Law Students in Rural Reconstruction “,
lecture delivered by  Shri Ramakrishnan, 

DGM, NABARD 

“An interactive session on the scope of women advocates”  
by Shri Atanu Roy, Registrar, Circuit Bench, 

Calcutta High Court, Port Blair

A special lecture on 'Legal Anthropology
by Dr.  A. K. Pandey

Associate Professor in Anthropology (Retd.), MGGCM

A special lecture on 'Criminal Justice Administration'  
by Prof. Hargopal Reddy,

Former Vice-Chancellor, Nagarjuna University 

“An interactive session  
by Col. Devdas on the occasion of 

 'Kargil Vijay Diwas'
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A motivational speech by Dr. Gajendra Rao,
Dean, School of Law, Bharath University, Chennai

A special lecture on 'Women's Empowerment' 
by Smt. Poonam Arora, Chairperson, 

Social Welfare Board, A & N Administration

Prof. Haragopal Reddy,

The Former Vice-Chancellor

A special lecture on 'Labour Administration’ 
delivered by Shri Rishi, Asst. Labour Commissioner

A & N Administration 

A special lecture on 'Legal Research' delivered  by 
 Prof. Raghunadha Reddy, Director (Retd.), T.N.D.L.U.

'Foundation of Criminal Law' 
lecture by  Prof. Mehraj–ud-Din, Vice Chancellor,

 J & K Central University, Kashmir
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Gender Sensitization by Ms. Sompa Banerjee,
Member, UT Protection of Child Rights

Poshan –Maah awareness drive at Aanganwari 
by ALC students 

 ALC students' Rally on 'Jal Shakti Abhiyaan' 
 inaugurated by Smt. Madhu Garg, IAS, 

Commissioner cum Secretary, A & N Administration 

'Consumer Awareness' created by Dr. A. Raju
Joint Secretary, Consumer Protection Council, 

Tamil Nadu 

SOCIAL AWARENESS PROGRAMS

National Awareness programme on MSME

by COIR Board
A view of students' Rally on 'T.B. & Leprosy'
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A resident of Guptapara is seeking advice on a 
legal issue at Legal Aid Camp

Secretary, Law, A & N Administration, 
Shri Sudipta Kumar De inaugurating students' 

Rally on 'T.B. & Leprosy'

Students' Rally on 'Drug Addiction & Alcoholism' 
agged off by Dr. Sivaperuman, 
officer-in-charge, ZSI, Port Blair 

Principal, ALC administering
 'Integrity Pledge' 

in the Vigilance Awareness programme 

“Vigilance Awareness Week” 
Celebrated at ALC

A View of the Students' Rally on 
'Drug Addiction & Alcoholism' 
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